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Blount takes vice-presidential race ... 
. ,• 
Payas, ·scanlon face more ca-mpaigning 
by Mary Wilson 
staff writer 
The student body elected Jim Bl~unt as_ its new vice president We~nesday . 
Results of the presidential race will be determined next week by a runoff between 
candidates Armando Payas and Mike Scanlon . 
Over I ,500 students voted in this year's presidential/vice presidential election. 
Rosemary Dorucher, director of the League of Women Vote~s, stated the IS per-
cent turnout at UCF is three times the national average in university races. About 
I SO more students placed votes in this year's election than last year's. 
Blount's response to his vice presidential victory was a simple 'Tm just glad it's 
over." Though he considered himself the most familiar candidate as student 
senator and vice president of the Black Student Union, Blount was surprised by his 
wige margin victory of 439 votes. 
Despite his defeat, vice presidential candidate Alex Grist was pleased with his 
performance. "I ran a good race without compromising my principles," Grist 
stated. 
The presidential ballot eliminated ~andidate Jim Soukup and made a runoff 
necessary between Payas and Scanlon. Several senators and campaign worker.s 
predicted a runoff but assumed that Scanlon, presently uninvolved in Student 
Government, would be the eliminated candidate. Soukup explained, ."Armando 
and I appealed to the same 'type of involved voter. Scanlon successfully appealed to 
the non-involved student." Soukup has decided not to endorse eHher candidatc in 
the runoff election . 
. Neither Pay as nor Scanlon gained the 50 percent plus one majority necessary for 
election. Pavas received a total of 731 votes and Scanlon received 424. ' 
The seco~cl polling will take place April 24 and 25 at the SC Kiosk near the 
refl ecting pond. The candidates will have one week of further campaigning. 
Payas stated he would continue his present cam paign strategy b.ut was concC'rn- · 
ed about the time demanded. "I've already missed a week of classes," Pavas 
complained. Scanlon said his strategy over the next week will be to devote m~re 
time to the resident centers since he received only 3 resident center votes 
compared to Payas' 59. 
The April 17 and 18 balloting we-nt smoothly except for the participation of the 
Daytona Beach Resident Center. By the use of pol1ing machines, an idea . in-
troduced by Jim Soukup, the vote .was determined within three hours whereas last 
year it took several days. 
The problem with the Daytona Beach center resulted from a lack of com: 
munication between the DBRC and the UCF student government. Election 
procedure had bfuen revised so .that all resident centers would vote by absentee 
ballot April 10-17. This would have denied the resident centers the opportunity to 
vote on the second clay of main campus elections April 18. 
~ ,...., (#,,. ... 
1- ~,.,,, . .. . 
... "~~\,, . 
Contr~sting vi~w 
Steve Wiiiiams/Future 
White foliage? The reflecting pond and the Administration Buildi.ng 
take on an unearthly app~ararice. when photographed on infrared 
film. 
Legal Council okays CSA fund raising 
by Deane Jordan 
aHoclat• editor 
third in a series 
Although some UCF officials have 
recentl,y ~uggcste? the Christian 
Student Association was not com-
plying with university regulabons, the 
school's legal council says CSA was act-
ing within their constitutional rights 
and not violating uniYersity rules. 
Two weeks ago during a Unitec_l 
Campus Ministry meeting Dr. W. Rex 
Brown, v ice president for student af-
fairs,and Adrian Carr, minister of the 
yet unbuilt Univers-ity Boulevard 
Church of Christ, disagreed upon the 
d<;>finition of a studcnt organization 
and what activities a student 
organization could conduct. 
Carr said, in his interprC'tation, that 
a student organization constitute-cl a 
church and that he has a right to be the' 
ministC'f of th(' CSA. Brown said a 
stuc!C'nt organization was supposcd to 
bC' run by students and he accused Ca~r 
of using. the' CSA to start a church on 
campus. Many of the CSA nwml><'rs 
!)('long to Carr's University Boulpvard 
church, which exists.only on paper. 
Disagreement centered over the 
"hosting" of the local chu·rch on cam-
pus by the CSA. Brown said the ac-
tivity of the CSA, which included the 
collection of money from off-campus 
people, was overstepping the botm-
daries of a student organiz-atio.n and 
was against the rules. 
Carr, however , said the CSA had the 
right to collect money from off-campus 
people and to invi te whornf'~N it want-
ecl to conduct its srrvices. 
Both Brown ancl Carr frlt their own 
arguemt>nts were legal lv corr{'ct. 
· This week though, UCF legal coun('il 
agrccd with Carr ::ind said that the 
CSA can collcct monC'y on cnmpus and ' 
host an off-campus church. 
In a relatcd. issuc, the controversv 
continues ovC'f whct~er or not th.e 
University BoulE>vard Churt'h of Christ 
and its ministC'f, Adrian Carr, arE' 
associated - with the' eontrovNsial 
Crossroads Church of Ga inC'svillc. 
S<'vcrnl lo('al par{'nts and religious 
lc'ackrs bC'liev<' · th<' UnivC'fsity 
BoulC'varcl Church of Clirist's activit~ · 
on campus, through the CSA, is an at-
tempt by the much-criticized 
Gai~esville church to establish a 
Crossroads-type of ministry at UCF. 
The Oviedo Outlook received a let-
ter last week from the law office of 
Goldin and Cates of Gainesville 
representing the Crossroads Church of 
Christ. 
The lawve rs demanded· a corr~ction 
and apologv for statements carried in 
the Outl~ok which alleged an 
association bctween the local Univer-
sity Boulevard Church and the 
Gainesville' Crossroads Church. 
The' lettcr said the Crossroads Chur('h 
"doe's not have' anv ('onnection with 
· the UnivC'rsitv Bm.ilevard Church . of 
Christ." · 
However, in a copv of the 1979 
· budget of the GainC'sville Crossroads 
Church obtaincd bv the' Outlook , 
$15.000 was allot'tC'd .to the Universitv 
Boulevard Church. whi('h was rC'po~­
tcclly holding sNvices on UCF's cam-
pus as guests of th(' CSA. · 
Thc lettN said the Crossrcrnds Chur-
<'h "has nC'\'C'r rccruited st11dC'11ts on 
any campus ... " although -a copy of a 
Crossroads' weeklv .newsletter details 
the "baptisms" of ~ver 1,000 people by 
"Campus Mini~ters" at more tha_n 17 
institutes . of higher learning 
throughout the country. In the same 
newsletter Adrian Carr was mentioned 
as thr "Minister with the University 
Boulevard congregation in Orlando." 
Thc Crossroads 1979 budget also in-
cluded $265,000 (under two separate 
headings) for ''.Campus Advance" 
whi~h is , accc>rding to knowledgeable. 
.source's, the church's training program 
. for "Campus Ministers·. " 
According to the budget, more than · 
$ 71.000 was allotted to the "Campus 
Advance" in the church's actual 
budget, · and another $ r93,000 was 
"funded separately." 
Adrian Carr, who . said he was 
trained at the Crossroads School of 
Preaching in Gainesville denie that 
he, his church or the CSA is associated 
with the GainC'sville church. 
Next u·ePk: A commentary by 
Adrian Carr. 
.Today'sF•1ture~~~~-~~"!!""'--!"'----'!'!!!'!!!~-----~~~ 
The Cool South 
A UC F engineering majnr spen f .wnne 
time in Anarctica icorking in a rernote 
n'S<'rrrch center. Learn ahout his ex-
perir·n<'es in the South Pole and the icork 
heing done at the rest'arch center on page 
7. 
Seasonal Slump 
Th(' men's tennis team finished it's season 
H'ith a disheai-trning. defeat to Rollins 
College this tci'<'k, but tier~ team members 
zcill go to the national to11rlwme11t. See 
page JR.fora icrap-up of the season. 
Guitar Man 
World-renm.cned guitarist Michael 
Lorimer, icho pe1formed at UCF last 
year, playPd at thP Bob Carr Auditorium 
this iceek. In an interview with Future 
rpporter Neal Bou en, he tells us about 
the language of guitars. Se-e page 12. 
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Tyes sorority gearing ·up 
for third annual 'pitch-in' 
Each year, the Simply Shakespeare troupe develops a sequence of sce~es ~ased 
on a different thematic structure and performs the show, complete with lights, 
make-up, costumes, and music, at Central Florida junior and senior higli schools. 
by Barbara Co.well 
This year, the show is narrated by Cupid and a clown figure. . 
The May 12 performance benefiting Maitland's PACE School for Learnmg 
Disabilities is set for the Rehearsal Hall at 8 p.m . Tickets are $2.50 and may be 
purchased at the door or in advance from the English Department, 275-2212. 
freelance wrtter 
·Tyes sorority is holding their third annual "Pitch-In Program" this weekend in 
downtown Orlando. . 
Kathy Tague, Tyes servic~ chairman, said the program would involve cleaning 
up downtown Orlando along Orange Avenue. "We plan to go through picking up . 
all of the trash, sweep and wash the sidewalks. We'll also be washing windows and 
_cleaning around vacant buildings," she said. 
Important Dates for Spring Quarter 1979 
. The city has proclaimed the week of April 22-28 "Orlando--the Ci.tv Beautiful 
Week." In accordance with this, owners of some downtown busine~ses will be · 
working with the Tyes and other participants. 
The program participants are to meet April 22 behind the Com Bank parking lot 
on E. Central at 9 a .m. There will be two teams working until 2 p.m. 
All of the water needed for the cle'an up is being provided by the Orlando Fire 
Department. All equipment and cleaning mater:ials are being donated· by the 
businesses in the area . 
Lunch is being provided ·by McDonalds. A party, sponsored by Anheuser-Busch 
Co. will be given for all participants at a later date. 
The ptich-In Program, sponsored by Anheuser-Busch Co. and ABC Radio Net-
work, is cotlege-oriented with universities all over the southeast participating and 
competing for prizes. Tyes won first ,Place and a $1,000 educational scholarship 
for their 1978 Cleanup of the Wekiva River. 
Tagues urges all UCF organizations, students and faculty to part icipate in the 
program. She said, "If you can't come to the whole program theri come whenever 
you can. Participation and manpower is needed to make this clean up a great suc-
cess." 
Shakespeare performance to aid 
PACE school phila'nthropic fund' 
UCF's Simply Shakespeare pe,rforming troupe will bring to life scenes from 
Shakespeare's plays in a benefit show on campus May 12. 
The ·1979 anthology includes scenes concerning romantic love from "A Mid-












WOMEN. YOU'RE EQUAL 
IN THE AIR FORCE. 
"~~~ ~ ~ ~"' ~ 
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what you do. 
So watch what 
you do . . 
Bring the God you worship 
into your life ... practice 
what you pray. -~ 
~~---~ 
A Public Service ol fm· \ RIAli 
This Newspaper & · v 
The Ad•erlls1n11 Counci l ~ ~fC,t.~ 
Women start out on the same footing as men in Air Force 
ROTC. Women wear the same insignia and hold the same 
cadet positions in AFROTC, just as they do later on as Air 
Force officers. 
And the same AFROTC scholarship can be yours as a 
woman. If you qualify, you can have your tuition, book costs 
and lab fees paid by the Air Force, and receive $100 a month 
for other expenses. It helps free you to concentrate on your 
education. And that's important. 
As an Air Force officer, you'll be expected to use your train-
ing and education, and be a leader managing people and 
complex systems. You'll be handed executive responsibilitY. 
starting with your first job. ~ 
·It's a great way to be equal, and a great way to serve your 
cnuntry. Check into the AFROTC program at your campus. 
Be sure to ask about AFROTC scholarships - you may be 
hv.lping yourself earn an exciting new lifestyle. 
For more lnfonnatlon contact: 
ProfeHor of'Aer«?•pace Studies, 
General Classr09m Bldg., Room 3 lf\. 
Phone 2 7 5-2264 
:ROTC 
Gateway to a great way of l ife. 
2201 E. Colonial Dr. 
1115 W. Colonlal Dr. 
5507 W. Colonlal Dr. 
1919 S. Orange Ave. 
6320 International Dr. 
516 Altamonte Dr. 
7135 S. Orange Blossom Trail 
915 W. Vine St., Kissimmee 
I 
Last day for removing temporary student 
status 
Graduate record exam (at designated examination 
centers). Registration for examination 
must have been made four weeks prior to 
this date. 
Deadline for withdrawal without grade p~nalty. 
Students ~ay not withdraw from classes 
after this date. 
Last day to remove an "I" earned last 
quarter 
Memorial Day Holiday (Univeristy-wide) 
Classes end for spring qua'rter . 
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Seminar compares men's, women's ·needs 
by Gwynne Chastain 
staff writer 
"I Walk a Tight -Rope--l've Got To 
Be Me, But I Love Him," was one of 
the many topics of interest to women 
during the Women's Week programs 
planned and coordinated by UCF's 
Women's Council. 
The title -adquate1y expresses the 
quandary many women face today as 
they step out of the traditional roles of 
mother and homemaker to return to 
school or a career. Many women have 
met . with resistance from their 
husbands and have suffered guilt 
feelings after recognizing their own 
needs and attempting to satisfy them, 
according to the discussion leaders. 
As· leaders, Dr. Bill Brown, associate 
vice president for student affairs and 
Dr. Sandra S. Guest, assistant professor 
of psychology, shared their concerns 
on the mater with an audience of SO to · 
60 women and a few men. 
In a general overview of the 
problems and possible solutions, it was 
felt that a woman must look at her 
marital relationship, determine how she 
can meet her needs, make a decision 
and carry it out. 
In discussing the probl~m of the 
husband's resistance to the new needs 
of his wife, Brown said, "We're at a 
point in history where women need 
and are pressing for a . change. 
However, women should consider the 
fact that their husbands are responding 
from a set of values society has placed 
on them." 
He said that men believe it is the 
mother who really holds the home 
together. Therefore, they feel 
threatened at the idea of the wife 
having a role outside the home. He 
feels, however, that men will become 
more secure in this changing role once 
they realize their wives are not telling 
them "to get lost." Once they see their 
wive's respect and consider their needs 
as well as their ·own, tlie husband will 
become more supportive. Brown said. 
Insecurity is only part of the ~eason 
:women meet with resistance. Adjust-
ment to the new situation is the other. 
Men tell their wives they want them to 
work or return to school, but they are 
not willing to make the necessary ad-
justments of sharing her time and 
workload. 
In many instances the wife is made 
to feel guilty for not devoting her time 
to her husband and family as she did 
before. Guest said, "In the past, the 
wife and mother role was en-
couragement fo-r women. They lived 
vicariously through the success of their 
husband and children. Women were 
taught to always meet the needs of 
others. Today, women are .recognizing 
they have their own needs." . 
Both speakers agreed that a husband 
and wife must communicate their-
needs and feelings to each other openly 
and honestly in order to resolve their 
problems. They must strive for a 
solution that will be acceptable to 
both. 
Dr. Bill Brown and Dr. Sandra Guest 
One man, speaking from his per-
sonal experience, emphasized the im-
. portance of communication · in 
breaking the barrier of the traditional 
concept of the marital role. 
Others expressed their problems, 
feelings and solutions. 
The audience consisted mainly of 
married women returning to school or 
careers. 
There were also a few divorced 
women and young women contem-
plating marriage. 
Guest closed the session by reading 
"A Creado for My Relationship with 
Others" by Thomas Gordon, PhD, 
founder of Effectiveness Training 
Associates. 
The first lines represented some of 
the feeling of the women. "You and I 
are in a relationship which I value and 
want to keep . Yet each · of us is a 
separate person with his own .unique 
needs and the right to meet those 
needs ... and we can continue to relate 
to each other with mutual respect, 
lov_e, and peace." 
Rhetoric course deals with variety of 'agitation' 
by Kellie Burdette 
freelance writer 
Did ·you know UCF offers a class in 
agitation? 
Debate Coach Jeff Butler teaches 
"The Rhetoric of Social and Political 
Action," a course he says "lets us know 
there's not a completely good nor 
completely bad side in an agitation 
situation." 
Students learn· about agitation in 
social and political groups by Hstening . 
to guest speakers. Butler says, "The 
most. intriguing speaker we've had was 
a Palestinian who was in sympathy with 
the Palestiniall_ terrorists." 
Among other guest speakers have 
been a ·former Air Force major who 
painted his house red, white and blue 
and hung American flags upside down 
in protest of the government. Another 
was a preacher from a controversial 
campus church group who spoke for 
his cause. 
"The most valuable aspects of the 
course," says Butler, are that "students 
gain real insight into current social 
events, and the course gjves i~sight in~ 
to how events are covered at the time 
they occur versus how events are 
covered historically." 
Typical format of the class is 
discussion, guest speakers, questions to 
the speakers, individual and group 
presentations, and exams. Butler says 
that he has not written a course sylla-
bus because the class in necessarily u·n-
structured. Any student may bring a 
guest speaker in at any time-which 
makes the class content spontaneous on 
some days. 
Butler says, "We try not to talk 
about it (political and social issues of 
agitation) we try to get involved." One 
way his students have gotten .involved 
this qua_rter was going en masse to see 
the movies, "The Deer Hunter" and 
· "Hair," both "good examples of 
agitation," he says. 
Butler, who also teaches classes in 
debate, speech and parliamentary 
procedur~s, plans to teach hi~ rh~.!_~rk 
. class again next spring. -
Students in the class said' they like the 
class and firid it interesting. One stud-
ent Michael Dionne, senior, said, "It's 
the only relatively interesting class I've 
had in over a year and it's the only 
thing that keeps me coming to scho?l." 
Six-persons file candidacy 
by deadline for BSU offices 
Si£ students this week declared can-
didacy for the Black Student Union 
elections, which will be held May 2-3. 
Bonnie Parker, who is an advisor to 
the president, and Kelvin Buggs have 
filed to . run for president. Vice 
President I candidates are Victor 
Thomas and Samuel Anderson . 
Victor Wilkinson will run unop~ 
posed for vice president II. 
Candidates for Ms. BSU, which is 
also an elected · office, ate Sonja 
Howard and Toni Cabbel. 
Secret to tanning is patience, skin care and-oil-
. hurry the process. Although a bad burn may "look good" the first few days, it 
by Gail Golda 
freelance writer 
It's the time of year to again gather up all those lounge chairs, beach towels AM-
FM radios and deep t·anning oils .and lotions and head for the Florida beaches. 
If you can't get to the beach, you may have to go somewhere nearer to yuu;-
home, like an apartment swimming pool deck area or a local lakefront. Ther~ are 
plenty of lakefront beaches in the area: . Lake Claire, Dinky Dock near Rollins · 
College, Lake Fairview. There's also Wckiva Springs and Rock Springs. These 
places have everything the bt>ach has to offer except surf. 
As soon as you go out into the sun, put on some kind C>f sunscr_een or tanning but-
ter or you will burn. · 
First-timC'fs or fair-skinn('d peopl(' ought to ust> some type of sunscre('n or zinc 
oxide at first. Don't think you can g('t a goldt>n tan in on(' day. A good tan takes 
timC'. 
If vou'vc bccn out one or twieP. dt>creas<' the -ust> of tht> sunscreens and gradually 
work up to a light .coconut buttN or lotion. Try and work on an t>ven tan: Don't 
just tan your front sidt•; your back sic!(' nr('ds th<' sunshine too. 
Follow this procPss for a wet>k or two, or howevN oftm you are able to get into · 
1th<' sun. Once people bt•gin to take nott' of your tan, you're rt>ady to 
progrC'ss furthC'r . - . 
After vou arc' fairlv dark-skinned, buy deep-tanning oil or lotion. Apply generous 
amount~ wh<'n visiting tht> bt>ach. The best tans can be obtained at the beach 
IJ<'<:ause th<' sand reflpl'fs a lot of sunlight . 
. A tan conws ('asily to some people, but if you don't tan quickly, don't try to 
may cause you to peel and get an uneven tan as a result. Mois.turizing lotions will 
help treat damaged skin. 
·The best sunscreens are those that have some PABA in them, according to area 
dermatologists. Most tanning oils and lotions contain mineral oil, coconut oil and 
butter, aloe, lanolin, and eucalyptus oil. 
Here are a few more tips for tanning: 
•Listen when someone says that you're getting a red tint. Either get out of the sun, 
or put on a T-shirt. How many times have you said, "!'m not getting anything at 
all out here. Just three more hours should do it" and later that night you cry out -in 
agony . . . 
•Just becaust> it is cloudy d?es not mean those ultraviolet rays will not burn you. 
They can be just as damaging as sunny days. 
.--Don't use sunglasses unless you wan-t ·lraccoon eyes.".-. 
' • Always try and lie flaf or only slightly elevated because fhe sun cannot creep into 
that fold that falls slightly above your flat tire or mid-belly. If you do sit for a full 
?ay, you may notice a white, horizontal line that extends across your stomach 
area. 
• Don't apply oil on a .windy day at the beach! Ground-in sand gives one a gritty 
feeling and is extremely difficult to get off. 
• Above all, use discretion. Keep your skin color, tone and shape in mind. Your 
skin is going to last a long time so take care of it. If that is not enough of a warning 
for you, tah• a look at the skin cancer statistics. 
• Don't wear perfume. It may cause a chemicat' reaction with the sun and discolor 
your skin. 
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UCF schedules 
business classes 
Managers and would-be managers 
will have the opportunity this spring to 
enroll in · special non-credit courses 
_being offered at UCF in conjuncton 
with. the American - Management 
Association's Extension Institute. 
The three courses. scheduled to begin 
in May. will be applicablC' towards a 
Certificate of Business Management. 
Six courses must be successfuHv ·com-
pletC'd to earn the c£'rtificate. -
Each of the UCF-AMA courses will 
consist of eight evening sessions. ThC' 
courses arC' "Computer Basics for 
Management". "Communication 
Skills for Managers" and "Transac-
- tional Analysis for Managers." 
The $ 125 cost for <'ach course in-
cludes texts and all instructional 
materials. For mon' information con-
tact the• De!)artnwnt of Continuing 
Education at 275-2123. 
CSA a·nnounces 
wo~hip schedule 
Students, facultv and staff are in-
vited to <ltknd wc;rship SC'rvices being 
hPld Sunclavs in the Engi1wering 





7320 Aloma Ave. 
Goldenrod, Fla. 
·~ - . 
Complete Auto Repair 
678-1110 
_ , 







Alternative Counseling · 
Free Pregnancy Testing 
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC 
Qualifi<'d Physician Gynreologists 
Individual Confidmtinl CounsC'ling · 
Phone: 628-04:05 
2233 Lee Road, Strite 101 
Winter Park 
Eatabllshed 1973. Physician Managed ' 
Orlando Area Chamber of Commerce .· 





KZ 200 $995. $116. 
KZ 650 $22i9. $245. 
KZ 1000 $2895. $325. 
ORLANDO 3407 W. COLONIAL 
--299-9191 
CASSELBERRY HIE. SEMORAN 
-834-1432 
Church of Christ. hosted hv th<' 
Christian Studc'nt A'ssociation. nwC'ts at 
9:30 a.m. in . the EngineNing 
Auditorium ,1i1d at 6:30 p.m .. in En. 
359. Bible study is hC'ld in thr 
auditorium WednC'sday at 7:30 p .m. 
Apply early for 
Fulbright program 
Stucferits inter-est.eel in applying .for a 
Fulbright program ovPrsC'as are' urg<'d 
to bc'gin application preparation im-
mt'diatelv. The deadline' is NovC'mber l · 
but the' a1)plications. take sC'veral months 
to complete. 
Awards an' available in Europr, 
Africa, Latin AnlC'rica and thP Middlri 
East in th<' arc'as of sociology. politieal 
scic'll<.'<'. 1wrforming arts. lih'rature. 




COOPERATIVE EDUCATION · 
Interested students should contact 
Dr. Anthonv Cervone at 275-2641. 
Internationals 
welcome in ·club 
The IntC'rnational Student 
Organization has bC'<'n' re-formed and 
named the Association of Internationnl 
Students. Membership in the group is 
opC'n to ·all intrresk'd students. For 
mnrC' information nhout the 
association, its nims and intentions. 
contact Dr. N. D. Hoan at 275-2337. 
Gay organization-
• sponsors seminars 
Gav Social Services. will be holding 
two iegnl awareness seminars during 
the next two weeks. "Gav Family 
,.. 
TAXI 
Lrgal ProblC'ms" wiJI be the topic of 
April 22 and · "Gay Persons and · 
Criminal Law'' will be discusse_d on 
April 29. 
Each meeting will be held on Sunday 
evening from 7:30 to 9:30 and will be 
conducted bv local attornevs who are 
membrrs of-GSS. The loca.tion of the 
seminars will be the show bar of the 
Parliment House. Information will be 
available on membership in the GSS. 
Attention to aJI readers: 
BPginning April I 7. thP dead/inf' 
for artic/Ps sttbmittPd to thP BullPtin 
.Board is TtlPsday beforP publication 
at I0:-00 am. StoriPs should bP tur-
nPd in to thP managing editor typPd 
on a 60-spa«·e line and doublP 
spaced. 
"The little shop that's 





SERVING THE UCF OWNER . . ·· 
UNIVERSITY CAB DAVIDE. SMIT~H .. : ... 
... ..... a.. CAMPUSAREA 678-2527 . ~ , 
·~~,.~~ ~~~~~!~ ~::..--~=~=~~~~!!~~~~~- I 
ADM. 124 e 27 5·2314 
' marketplace 
• ·services 
EXPERT TYPING • 18 yrs. exp. Term papers, 
reports, thesis, resumes, etc. Correction of 
spelling,. grammar, punc. & editing included. 
Reasonable rates· Call Bea, 671-1386. · 
TYPIST: 4 yrs. exp. with UCF's procedures. 
Knowledgeable in all kinds of work. IBM Correc-
ting Selectric-only 1st class work. Paper sup-
pll~d. Susie Weiss. ~7-451after2. 
Typing· quality work. Diane Wunder. 275-5321. 
Experienced typist for term papers, theses, repor-
ts,- etc. Very reasonable rates. Calf 886-6852 or 
886-4642. 
Professional typing - no job too small. Ten years 
experience typing Master's papers & disser-
tations. Editing also available. Call Judy at 275-
2351or677-1902 evenings. 
TYPING BY SECRETARY. $1/page. Betty 277-
5960. 
QUALITY TYPING, you supply the work, I supply 
the paper. Call Valerie at 678-2749. 
Typing? Call Jan at 273-5936 anytime. Paper 
provided:reasonable rates. 
Horses boarded, full or partial care, UCF area, ex~ 
cellent facilities. Reasonable rates, 896-8234. 
Improve your grades! Send Sl.00 for your 256-
page, mail order catalog of Collegiate Researc_h. 
10,250 topics listed. Prompt Delivery. Box 
25907-B, Los Angeles 90025 (213) 477·8226. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, 
pregnancy tests and counseling, VC screening, 
low-cost, confidential se"ices. 
Central Florida Women's .. 
Health Organization 
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
898-0921 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS: Abortion services; low 
cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality 
guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N. 
Magnolia An. Available by phone ~~ hrs. a day: 
422-0606; or toll free 1 (800) 4~2-8517. 
Fund raising opportunity for your organization, 
$50% profit. No investment required. Send $1.00 
for sample and order forms info. to: PECUNIA 
7813 Kiliian, Orlando FL. 
help wanted 
Experimen~I ~ubjects needed for Human Factors 
'Graduate Research. $3.00/hr. plus reminbur-
sement for one hours' tra-vel Testing to determine 
effectiveness of new Naval Training Program. 
Contact Shelley Wilson at 646-5130/4696/4740. 
Energy surveyers needed for field work. Salary 
plus commission. Call Susan Lawrence at 831· 
2502 between 10 & 4. · 
NEED a JOB? The Office of Veteran's Affairs in 
conjunction with the Placement Center has 
established an ongoing progam with the Florida 
State Employment Se"ice whereby a . represen-
tative will be on campus every Thursday from 
10:00 a.m. tq 4:00 p.m. Interview appointments 
must be made in' the Office of Veteran's Affairs, 
Suite 282, Admin. Build. prior to each Thursday. 
· While this program has been instituted primarily 
for veterans it had been extended fo include 
. anyone who 11needs a job" either part-time or full· 
time. 
Students earn up to $50/100 day full or part-time. 
Set your own hours. Call Mr. Graham at 644-41!1. 
SUMMER WORK · Positions open for students in-
terested in gaining marketing & mgt. ex·perience 
earning up to $3,000! For info. write summer 
work, suite 1401 Willow Bend Way, Tallahassee, 
Fla. 32301. Include a major, GPA, phone number. 
$800 Monthly possible stuffing and adressing en· 
velopes & clipping newspaper items. Send stam-
ped envelope plus 25cr for d~tails to Continental-
Z·Box 14702, Orlando Fl. 32807. 
Easy extra income! $5001$1,000 stuffing en· 
velopes. Rush self -addressed stamped i!nvelope 
for free details to Karen's Superior Sales, 9114 S. 
Denker Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90047. 
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round. Europe, S. 
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All field, $500· 
Sl,200 monthly. Expenses paid. s·ightseeing. Free 
jnfo. ·Write: UC, Box 52-87, Coron• Del Mar, CA 
92625. 
Summer's coming! Need a job? Look into one you 
can start now. Set your own hours-set your in-
come. Interested? Call 894-6889. 
Earn $4.00/hour tutoring. The Office of Veterans' 
Affairs is looking for tutors in all academic areas, 
especially Acct., Biol., Econ., Engr., Math, Mgmt. 
and Stat. If you're interested, stop by Admin. 282 
or call 275-2707. 
personal 
Need roommate now! Apt. across from UCF. Rent 
$65/mo. plus utilities. Call 273-4373 and ask 
about it. 
Penpal wanted: .inmate desire~ to write to a pen· 
pal. Please write to Edward Heningman, Clinton 
Correctional Facility, Box B, Dannemorea, NY 
12929. , 
Roommate wanted: Share nice house, private 
bath. $130/month includes utilities and phone. · 
Call 647-5765. 
Roommate wanted to share 3 bdrm. hou$e with 
pool. Rent $130 plus utilities. Call Jim at 678-
4524. . 
Passengers wanted or share car from New Smyr-
na-Edgewater area to UCF, Mon., Tues., Wed. & 
Fri. Leave 7:30 a.m return 3:00 p.m. Calf Arlene 
{904) 427 -6898, after 6:00 p.m. 
for rent 
Room for rent, 2 miles from UCF M/F. Call 273-
2212 after 3. 
for sale 
Gibson Goldtop (Les Paul) Sl,500. 273-6489. 
1973 Volkswagon Superbeetle • runs great. 
$1600 or best ofer. 275-8676. Mark. 
3 piece designer suit, new, size 37. Regular. Must 
sell. Call Mark at 275-4783. 
Oeadlines 
by Mary Wilson 
staff writer 
In its April 12 meeting the Student 
Senate passed a $695 al location fun-
ding the trip of two UCF graduate 
students to the annual meeting of the 
American Societyfor Microbiology. 
Further senate action was impeded 
by what Sen. Dave Lenox called the 
"utter chaos" of the meeting. 
The ASM meeting to be held in Los 
'Angeles April 4-8 is a forum for ex-
change of recent scientific frifor'mation 
in the field of Microbiology. The 
papers of two graduate students, 
Sheryl Charba and Jesse Johnson, and 
members of the UCF faculty have been 
accepted for presentation. 
MICHAEL SCHOLL( one of the 
·students aided by the allocation, 
justified the request for funds by em-
phasizing the continuing need ·to up-
date research at UCF. 
Increases in the quality of research 
at UCF enhance the university's 
.reputation and its ability to obtain 
grant funding, he said. 
Last year the Biology Department 
received over $800,000 .in research 
funds. "Every major piece of equip-
ment we have is off of grants," Scholla . 
said. 
The meeting will cover 5 days, with 
approximately 40 sessions per day and 
I 0-15 papers presented . per session. 
Charba's paper presents techniques for 
finding viruses by immunological 
methods much cheaper than those 
presently used . · 
J~hnson's -paper, ·resulting from 
collaboration of the Environmental 
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High flyin', @ 
high fashion 
jeans that fit your body and 
your lifestyle with a look that's · 
100% you . Mix'n match from 
the Gaps incredible selection 
of tops too. At prices so low 
you'll think we made a Ms.take! 
g~ 
Altamonte Mall 
suggests designs for roadside areas 
which will naturall y break down 
greases and oils which harm the en-
vironment. Charba, Johnson, and · 
Scholla are each working on master's 
degrees in biology. 
LATER IN THE senate meeting 
discipline became lax as senators voted 
upon new appointments to open seats. 
At one point Sen. Dave Lenox stood 
and charged that "half the people 
don't know who we're appointing. 
This is utter chaos." 
During approval of new senator Lee 
Ann Fain several senators had to ask 
which open seat she was filling . . Fain 
was a senate appointee but no in-
dication of her seat was given in her in-
troduction before the senate,. Student 
Body President Mark Omara look<i!d 
for the seat in his notebook, eventually 
saying that the elec~ions and Appoint-
., ments Committee had the info-rm-
' ation. After several minutes of con-
fusion, Fain was appointed to the 
College of Business Administration. 
Debate also disrupted the meeting. 
Yvonne Overstrat, the newly appoint-
ed Elections Commissioner for the 
presidential/vice-presidential election, 
was confron.ted by presidential can-
didate Jim Soukup with problems in 
the resident center voting. Debate en-
sued as to whether Overstreet should 
be questioned about elections policy 
during a senate meeting. 
Student Body Vice President Ar-
mando Payas ended the controversy by 
asking, "Can we not discuss this 
during the meeting? That's why we 
have an ele.ctions-commission!" · 
First lesson: 
Bonded Bourbon is so 
unique that it took an 
act of Congress (in 1897) 
to establish the 
standards for 
Oid Grand-Dad 
and other Bonded 
whiskeys. 
SEN A TE NQTES: 
Two weeks ago Sen. Rob Rotter was . 
declared by Omara ineligible . to hold 
· 'his senate seat due to a low grade point 
average. The Eligibilities ·. Appeals 
Board turned down Rotter's appeal, but 
he participated in last week's senate 
meeting under the special allowance of 
Payas. 
After the meeting, Rotter ma~ntained 
that Omara's declaration was a "per-
sonal attack" and that he intended to 
continue his appeal efforts. . . _ 
Omara denied any personal motive · 
in declaring · Rotter ineligible. "I was 
notified he was out by the appe_als 
April 20, 1979 - Future - Page 5 
committee and· as director of student 
government, told him," he said. 
Dean of Men Dr. Paul . McQuilkin 
stated Rotter had exhat,1sted the appeals 
procE'..ss ~nder university guidelines 
though theoretically President 
Colboum could · intervene. "Whether · 
he'd become involved in such a thing I 
can't say," McQuilkin added. 
Last . week the Future reported 
that - Sen. Sid Clevinger of the 
College of Natural Sciences was 
·ineligible for the senate due to 
academic probation. Clevinger's 
. records were in error and he has sin-
. ce been reinstated into the senate. 
,,. l()()js perfect. 
. Bonded Bourbon 
must be 100 proof. 
No mpre. No less. 
Final exam. 
You need only one 
sip to recognize 
the clearly superior 
quality and taste of 
Old Grand-Dad. 
~;;;...--~-~-·'~ · '!t't.:- '-·..... Cheers! 
Old Grand-Dad Bonded ,,.,.,.,.,,,., .. 
is authentic Kentucky sour-mash .,.,,,,,,,,,,,,::.. .... 
Bourbon, made with pure limestone 
water, the finest grains, and aged in new 
charred-oak barrels. 
Only Bonded 
whiskeys have a green 
tax stamp. It's your guar-
antee that the whiskey is 
at least four years old. 
Old Grand-Dad Bonded is 
always aged _longer. 
Kl•ntucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey. 100 proof. 
13<•1tkd in Bo nd. Old G rand-Dad Di till~ ry Co., Frankfort , Ky. 40601 . 
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Radio hobby takes student to South Pole 
by Deborah Deal 
freelance wrtter 
Th temperature is SO degrees 
below zero outside, and with winds at 
30 mph the chill factor is 100 below. 
As far as you can see there is only snow 
and sky. One exception to this bareness 
is a pole surrounded by flags-The 
South Pole. 
Who would live in such a place? 
Eugene "Butch" Parsche would. The 
20-year-old electrical engineering 
. major spent five months last winter at 
the South Pole working with the 
United States Antarctic Research 
Program. He worked as a com-
munications technician , mainta ining a 
high frequency short wave radio for 
the area's scientific research station. 
THE SOUTH POLE STATION is set 
up as a r search center to study climate 
change, the ozone layer, the severity -of 
earthquakes, and to monitor changes 
in the temperature and air. It also 
follows satellite positions in pace. 
Research was done in a slowly 
sinking dome about the-size of the Bob 
Carr Auditorium. Because the dome 
is a fire -hazard, Parsche ·preferred to. 
sleep in a canvas barracks. The water 
supply comes from melted snow 
gathered outside, most of which has 
diesel fuel in it. 
Twelve-hour workdays were normal for 
Pa rsche at the South Pole, but th re 
was some f.ree time. For fun the men 
playf'd football. They even had their 
own annual '. 'Pole Bowl Game" on 
New Year's Day. At other times they 
skied behind snowmobiJes or just got 
drunk at the littl e bar , he sa id. 
Pa rsche said he discovered the op-
portunity to go to the So.uth Pole one 
day when he picked up Antarctica on 
the radio in the Amateur Radio Club 
room. The promise of good wages and 
experience drove hil)1 to contact 
Holmes and Narver, a company con-
tracted by the government to provide 
people for isolated stations around the 
world . Next, he found himself in 
California , then New Zealand and 
finally Antarctica. 
Eugene "Bu_tch" Parshe 
THE MOST important leisure activity 
for Parsche was calling home on the 
radio. Once a week, at a scheduled 
time, he called the UCF Amateur 
Radio Club and members connected 
him with the telephone to talk to friends 
and family. He credits this as one of 
the few thi.ngs that kept up his morale. 
because the batteries wouldn't work at plant life exists to hunt for). To escape 
that temperature. There is virtually no from the high winds, h.e lived in . an 
.humidity in the Antarctic so he hung a igloo. 
·wet towel· over his bed when he first got His init1at1on mto the 17-member 
there to cut down on nose bleeds, and group which runs the station mea~~ 
covered himself with vaseline. joining the "300 degree club. 
Soon after his arrival, Parsche had to Qualifications for the club are running 
undergo survival training. "Survival" stark naked from an inside sauna out-
Parsche says better people could 
have been sent, but all around, 
(physically, psychologically), he was 
the most qualified person to apply for 
the job. 
PARSCHE'S VOICE intensifies as he. 
talks about his arrival at the Pole. It was 
so cold he couldn't use his electric socks · 
consisted of thtee days outside with a side to the pole and back. Temperature 
dog sled, shovel, sleeping bag and a differences vary 300 degrees between 
'few rations (because no animal or the two spats. . 
Managelllent positions available 
on the Future 
Editor-in-chief 
Duties: Overall responsibilit.y for the publication and management of the Future. 
Determines editorial content and policies,-appoints and supervises staff of student 
writers and editors. Oversee's newspaper's business manager and business depar-
tment, and serves as a member of the university's Board of Publications. 
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 GPA at UCF, be at least a 
third-quarter freshman, and must have been enrolled at the university for the last 
two quarters. In addition, candidates must have worked for the Future for at least 
two quarters, which may include the spring quarter of 1979, and must show their 
experience and/or ' academic achievement in reporting, editing and com-
munication law. 1 
Application: Candidates will be selected according to the procedure stated in the. ' 
Board of Publications Constitution and Bv-Laws. Application bl"anks are avaih~.ble - ; 
from Dr. Frederic Fedler, board chairm~n , in HFA 535, phone 275-268 l. Com-
pleted applications must be received by midnight, May 2, 1979, to be considered. 
Business Manager 
Duties: Directly responsible for the financial managment of the Future, including 
the raising of revenue through advertising, budget preparation, purchasing, 
payroll and circulation . Supervises advertising salt's, production and staff of 
student salespersons. Responsible to the editor-in-chief and sNvrs as a member of 
the university's Board of Publications. 
Eliglbllity: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 UCF grade point average, 
be at least a third-quarter frC'shman, and must hav(' hem enrollt'cl at the university 
for at IC'ast two quarters. In addition, candidates must havr workt·~l on the·Futtfff' 
for at least two quarters, which may include th<' spring quart<>r of 1979, and must 
show thl'ir £>xperi£>nce and/or academic: ac:hievem(•nt in business manag('mC'nt. 
Application: Candidates will b£' selC'ct(•d according to th<' procedure stat<'d in th£' 
Board of Publications Constitution and By-Laws. Applications are available from 
Dr. Frecl<>ric Fedl<'r, board chairman, in HFA 535, Phone 275-2681, and com-
pleted applications must lw received b midnight. Ma~· 2, 1979. to he ccmsickn•d. 
ThC' Board of Publications n<'Pds stud<>nts to sc•rv<' as nwml><'rs. 
NeedPd arP: 
On<' undergraduate' who will I><' ahl<' to On<' graduat<' stud<'nt who can s<·n·c· a 
sprv<• a two-vpa r t <'rm. onc•-vea r tC'rm · 
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Portraits 
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When you think of Greeks, many images come 
to mind: . jerseys, rowdy cheering sections at 
basketball games, groups in the snack bar 
laughing and drinking beer, teams competing in 
intramural competition and fraternities and 
sororit_ies participating in setvic·e projects. 
But when you ask a Greek whaf s the. most im-
portant aspect of their Greek involvement, they 
say "the brotherhood" or "the sisterhood."' 
It may be hard to understand for a GDI, (if you 
don't know · what that means, ·ask a_ Greek) but 
having associated with . a few, ! _think I have an 
inkling of .what · ·~the sisterhood" and · "the 
brotherhood" mean. 
Beneath the exterior trappings, being a Greek 
mE'ans having a warm, close, sharing relationship 
with not just a few people, but with a large group 
that shares a common bond. Although the in-
dividual members of sororities and . fraternities 
vary in interest, talents and goals,. th~y all share 




The bond grows from· year to year among 
brothers and sisters. In the heat of competition and 
·in the joy of partying, the bond grows. It grows with 
the effort of working together on projects, banners 
UCF lighting wasteful 
· and floats for the Homecoming Parade. It grows 
with the loss of a dear friend . 
Being a Greek means in:volvement. Look at the 
campus student leaders and you see Greeks. Look 
at those playing intramura.Js and supporting.sports 
events, and you see Greeks. 
Obviously being a Greek doesn't make one per-
son better than a non-Greek. There are outstan-
ding achievers outside the svstem. There are times 
when the attitude displayed by some 'that "Greeks 
are best," turns some people off. But it is hard for 
any gi.-oup to restrain its pride even if it means 
alienating others; 
This week w~s the Greeks'. They are special · 
people with a lot to be proud of and a lot to look' 
forward to. 
A. B. roth 
Letter 
Polley· 
Letter to the editor must he dclin•red to the Future h,· 3 
.. p.m. on the M.onda~· prior to puhliC'ati~m· to he l'onside"red 
for that issue. Letters must hear .thl' writer"s signature ar,d. 
phone number. Names will he withheld ~pcm request. Tfle 
. Future reserves the riJtht to edit lctt('rs. 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 2500(). Orlandci. Florida 32816. 
Editorial office phone: 2 75.260 I. flusincs.~ '!ffil·(' phcme: 
275-2865. . . . . 
This pu.hlic document w.as pronml~ated at a~ annual ('(>St of 
· :$58.•28 or .5.4 cents per ·(·opy to infoml the ui1i,·t-rs~ty 
1communit~·· Annual ad,·ertisin~ re\·enuc of S26.000 
defraved 44.5 percent of th~ an'1ual l'o~1. Th<' Future is• 
fµnd~ through the Aeth·it~· and 'Scr\'icc fee a~ ?llc~·ate<t 1.'Y . 
the student government of the lJ_niversity of Central Florida.· 
Fuillr[I· 
University of 
Central Florida , 
Editnr-in-rhief 
._Anthony B. T~th 
· lfosinPss Managrr 
Debra L. Schwab 
Managing Editor 
Deanna M. Gugel 
EditGr: 
While thr air conditiqning is shut off at certain 
intNvals ·and while Student Government can-
didates campaign against cam.pus sprinkler 
systrms. the university is doing it best to waste as 
much .rnergy as possible where nobody needs it 
and, consequently, nobody ev.er notices it: 
thousands of electr-ic lights competing against _ 
bright daylight. It is a cleve-r way to hidf waste. 
Watrr sprinklers are difficult to . miss because 
thev wet the grass and thev wet students, and the 
water fountain is ve'ry noti.c:eable too because it is 
out thC're in the middle of th<' pond which was 
built for it in the middle of the campus, but elec-
tric lamps burning in !?right daylight ar<' hard to 
· see. Yet, if you actually look for them, vou will 
find them. . . . 
Take for example thr HFA 'Building which I 
happen .to know best because' my office is there. 
When vou arrive at thr C'lrvator or at the stair-
way in the morning, y<)u have' just passC'd under-
neath at least three unnoticed nC'on lights. Ther<' 
an' ten of th<'m burning all day long at the 
ground lev<'I. f1ve over the' east and five over th<' 
WC'st entrance. Abovp the outsiCIC' walkwavs 
around tht' building on the · seeoncl and thi~d 
floors, lights arc' always b~1rning at all four cor-
nC'fs. If you ha VC' m'ver. noticed them, it is bee: a usr 
it is di.ffil'ult to tell, without looking up there a·nd 
shad'ing onc''s <"VC's, whether thc•y ar<' on or .off. 
NeC'dlC'ss to say.° the suppositi<)n .that these lights 
c.Hlcl any amount of light to anyth{ng during 
davtinw is ridiculous . 
Now, if this has mad<' You awa.r<' of n<'cdl<'ss 
lights. walk up the' stafri;· t~> the' fifth floor. Large' 
rectangular neon lig.hts ar<' tryi'ng to burn whit<' 
holes into th<' daylight at every singlP flight of 
stairs. Ther<' ar<' nine .<·>f thc•m in each of th<' two 
stairwa~· s. thus <'ightc'en altogdher. Now. add up 
· <•q·r~-thing and you gd 32 lights (and WC' are not 
talking about 40 watt ('Onvmtional hous<•hold 
bulbs) burning d~1~· and night. W<'c·kdavs and 
wc•<'kPnds. and all this bdor<' W<' <'\'<'n <'r~t<'I" tlH· 
building. Let's <'llter._ , 
Editorial Statt 
Rda11 l.11/'f'I,.,-. fa1tr ·1·tai1mwnl l-:dit11r: :\1111 Harry. Sport .~: 
St1·1·1· \\ .il/i11111s. 1'/111111 CFiirf D1'11tU' J11rc/m1 . !\s.wiri11l1' 
Editor:. Cami Amold. ,i..'r·al R11w<'11. C1r11111w Cl111 .,fai11. 
Dan· /J1111lrip . .fN111 F11stm1. /Jan• .l\1itdwil.f11h11 .A.1o11c/y. 
·'1ary \\ 'i/.rn11. · 
Business Staff 
Onrla Sr11/1•s . Ad_n·1·thi11g Manag<'r: Ddna Sd11l't1h. 
l'mrl1wti1111. .\Tmu1grT: Timothy Rini. Jacq1wly11 · 
Fr1·1Jr.rirk. \\'i//iam \.n1111m1. \\ '. Srntt Rkhard.wm. 
/nm Trn/111/ . 
Of course, we do need lights in the HFA 
Building;, for not all our offices and classrooms 
have large window areas or glass walls. Many of 
them do, .however, and the next time you are in 
one of them, ·look up. The entire ceiling frnm 
window to wall is a grid of neon lights. You won't 
be able tcf design a pattern which squeezes more 
lights into the ceiling. It is very safe to say that 
the number of completely unnecessary lights in 
the HFA Building has three digits. 
The HFA Building is not a special case, and I 
am sure that a· number of other buildings on 
campus are more expensive in terms of wasteful 
lightning than the HFA Building. Look at the 
ceiling the next time you enter thE'. VC CafC'tNia. 




This kttc'r is directC'cl to all those commuters 
who hav<' made' the J·cmg trek to UCF only to 
dis(',lV<'r that thC'ir classrs hav<' been canceled . 
Ther<' ar~ several ,consequences from this 
problPm whieh el<'arly . incli('ate the need for a 
solution. First, gasoli~C' is wasted. Second, the 
stud<.'nts ' time ·is wastC'd; tim<' that could have 
h<'en spent at work. Third, mon<.'Y . is wastC'c:I, not 
only in gasoline, but on incid~ntal ·education 
('O~~s su('h a~ babysitters' wages. 
lt ~s not enough, however, to point ou.t a 
help us solve a problem. Unless we can tnob.ilize 
whY .I have written this leth•r. I ask Jhat all of you 
help us solve thjs problem. Unless we can mobilize 
and pr.ove a nePd for a solution, little, iF anvthing~ . 
will .IH' done•! Plt•ase r(•spond by taking. a few 
minutc•s tc5 jot down vour eomnwnts and ideas 
and giV<' th<»m either t~> Armando Pavas, stuclc'm 
body president, or to nw in ca re of the: Futur<' . . 
M. R. Cruz 
Tiu• F11t11rr· is p11hlishl'(/ 1r1·1·/..-/11 . fall. wintr·r. 1111tf 
sprill!.!,. <11111 hi11°r'f0 /.:ly ill tlw s111111111•;. al tlw l '11i1·1·rsil1111f 
(1·11tr{ll F/.orh/a '111 Trt·1 ·1ir (.'ol/w11m. It is 1rritt1·11 ~111d 
t•dit,.,I hy st1u/ro11/s 11f 1111' 1111in·rsit11 1rith 11((in '.~ i11 till' 
Art C1111111li•x 011 l.ihra fJ1fr1 '. . . 
C11111plai11ts ma!f hr• addrr1s~wd lo till' Nlitor-ill-ch.itf 
a11rl llJl/><'Olf•d to the /foanl of 1'11hlirnli1111s. Dr. F1wlrir· 
Fr•dlr·r·_ dwirma11 . . 
T/11 · 1·rlitndr1f is ti11· llf>i11i1111 11{ tllr' 1w1;·sp;l/lr'I: as f,,,.: 
;11111/af('(I hy tlw nlitr1r-i11-d1i<'( a11cl thr• 1·dit11ri11/ /11111rcl. 
1111d 11111 ltf 'n'.~.~nri ly th"' of thr: ( '(.'f ml111i11i.~tm li1111. 
Otlwr r ·11111111<'11I is till' 11pi11i111111{ lire 1rritrr 11/m11·. 
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Cashier 
was ·'rude' 
ministration Building. Meanwhile, I 
was to wait around until Mr. Davis got 
his go-ahead (which the Financial Aid 
Office said he already had) to suspend 
late fees. Two and a half ·hours later, 
with all my fees straightened - out, 
I was on my not-so-merry way back to 
work an hour and a half late, with all 
my fees straightened out , receiving no 
help from Mr. Davis. 
S.G. would like to congratulate these 
·full time students who made a 4.0 last 
quarter: 
Editor: 
In my three years at this university, I 
have never received treatment as 
· thoughtless and discourteous as I ex-
perienced in the Cashier's Office on 
Tuesday, April 10. Due to a slight mix-
up in the Financial Aid Office, the 
grace period for BEOG recipients to 
pay their tuition was extended to April 
10. As I was trying to pay my tuition, 
Mr. Davis of the cashier's office in-
sisted I pay a late fee, claiming he he}d 
not been informed of the extension. So 
I brought a financial aid representative 
over to the office to inform Mr. Davis. 
. Thi"s was not good en<'>ugh; he wanted 
the informa tion from some three-piece 
suiter on the third floor of the Ad-
Throughout the wholefiasco he was 
rude, 9iscourteous and very unhelpful. 
He made me feel as though I were im-
posing by trying to pay my fees. HP act-
ed in an unprof Pssional mannc>r; hut 
luckil y he is not representative of the 
university's employees. Mr. Davis , if 
you happen to read this, please feel free 
to respond with a letter of apology to 
all the students to whom you have been 
totall y and unnecessarily rude. 
Jonathan R. Davis 
Lights . from page B 
Ther<' arp thousands of unnoticed lights on this campus , compding daily with 
Florida sunshine. And in this respect UCF is no better or worse than most other 
univNsitiC's,_businesses. or pub! ic buildings across the nation. 
There is no question that Americans have aiways had a lo~e affair with the light 
bulb ever since Thomas Edison gave it to them, and if thPn' were sonw more 
energy available' on this planet, I am sure they vyould love to light up all thC'ir 
dC'serts at night--and perhaps at daytime too. I personally know Europ('nn tourists 
who comp hN<' mainly for the unique experience of fl y ing ovN .Amrrican eitiPs at 
night, and if you havE.' evN flown over Paris at night you will agn'e that WC' give 
them their money's worth here. (I even prefer that to Disney World's "Parade of 
500,000 Lights".) Unfortunately, the revenues from these tourists won't pay for all 
those' ligh-ts which are unnecessary and merely look nice:' from the air . 
As f<;r th<' unnpcpssary day-tim.e lights her~ at UCF and elsewhere , they are so 
unnoticC'cl a sm-1rc·e of waste that they will probably he the very last item to he cut 
during th~ growing ern'rgy crisis, aftf'r gas rationing and shut-offs of heat and air 
conditioning. I pr<'dict that. our campus daylight. lights will not be shut off during 
thC' rn'xt fpw years. InstC'acl we will probably soon shut off th<' water fountain in the 
pond. But that won't ht>lp vE.'ry much, for if the world can not presently drain its 
dwindling c'n<'rgv resources fast enough to sustain our enlightened way of life, it .is 
not hPcause every university in this country .1 ikes to have:' its watN fountain : · 
·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.~.·.·.·. the ITiTI](_Q]~[81~ ............ ' 0 0 ••••••••••• •; :·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·; 
~ '1 ~ i1ru«:t;<;*''W G\ @ ...... e>nrorn~ ~ 
~r , .. _...,....."ll'IU 
PLITT Southern Theatres Reduced Admission 
Tickets Available for $1.75 SAVE $1.75 
at the Student Government Office Room 217 
They couldn't 
have celebrated happier 
anniversaries if they 
were married to 
each other. 1 
"Excl~ve! 
Ellen Alan 
Burstyn Alda 1  
··~ame'lime, 
""Next <,lfuu.,, 





Ruby Alonso Lois Harris David Camrhcll 
Mark H<·usc-r Kavla Deutseh Monica Pollack 
Judith Longoin Sh<~ryl Hyatt Paul Zwick 
Elisab!'lh Kautt Demetrius Tsouehlos Janine Phelrs 
St1·v1•n Fawc!'ttc· Kar!'n Katsrlik Ph vii is Brutton . 
Dian<' Hawkins Donna Whaley No~·ll<' Moffitt 
' Pam<·la Costt•llo Joy Holland Margarrt Crotwell 
Kathlc-m HoppC'r Patrit·ia Dav!'nport Craig Fillinger 
Frant'is Rodw Jan<•t Morlkr Joy Wood 
Marie• Nard!'lla Susan Curtis Dani!'I Strickland 
RobC'rt Dalaportas Lynn<• Thurlow Mil'hael Ha yworth 
Nanl'y Pril'c' Ha rrv Holt Brian Noon 
E ric Bl"r!'sh1•im Ll'sli;, Phillips RoV('C' Powr ll 
John' Rnmj!'s Glen Williams E~il Bt•(·kcr 
Edward St!'tzN Martha Wid!'n<·r Sharon Titlev 
James Orsino Frank Amod!'o Rob!'rt RPm;;ud 
William Quinn Peggy Atherley Ralph Cataldo 
P <•tn J <'ye Pau!Sador Carolyn Huber 
Shirl<·v Poland David Wt•st Ma vis Molinari 
Stan Antsko Robc·rt Hubbard Mit·h<'I<' Ml'Faddt•n 
Ruth James M id1<H'I BPhal 
Ronni<' L<'ighty William M,·Corv,•v 
-
Marv Nc•sl<'r Kirnl><'rl v MeElrov Patril'ia Bc•l'k Julie. Stil'klancl Mark Thomas · Mi,·kc•v Fogl<' Marv Abell Mary Ca rpC'n ter f3olwrt Fef man Dan;1 Hal<· 
"Jos<'ph AIC'xand<•r D,•nisc St Lawr<'nce Cr!'gory Trirp Jos<'ph Russ<'ll Garv Karel Dari Paul DPbra Com!'r Patri('k Tight• MarlPnc• JC'fferson Patricia Kirkl!'v G!'rald Adair Patricia Mal'i<'j<'wski Sandra Robins~m Nanl'v Christman Maurin• Joni's R~ib<•rt Bollhorst Ch<· r~' I Sumnwrs 
Dian;1 Hiller 
Cn·g1ir\' Toothrnan Kathlc·Pn Howard 
Cathv Jfar~· 
Mil'ha~I Bal'ilc· ' Ri('hard Ru iz 
Gr.aig McNair Mark Nal'kl' Janws Wilt Roh in l r<'land Ri chard Brannon Marv Crit('h<'f Gail Kasmir D!'anna Stroud Don;tld Hanna Linda N!'m<'s David Willn<-r V<·rnon Havn1•s Judy Link!' Thomas Johnson M it·ha!'I Bl;t('k 
J<H'Cfll<'lirn· Gainer 
D<•borah Thompson Mar~' Wilson 
Marv Bird Andrc·a Colvin Dani!'I Lvk<'ns Tim;1thv M itchl'll John Concini Donna Striekland Ba rha r;; Cantv St<•ph<'n S<'il><'rt Tangi<' Pait Cynthia Hags~lal<• 
Susan W!'ltl'r . Jam1•s FalV<'y 
HC'nn· Frommf 
Donald Mullinnix Dmnis Lung 
Will ;~im StarkC'nstt·in 
Mark Bogard John Pavflchak 
Susan Young 
Brt'nda Sp!'tW<'r Bohh~· Palm<'r Jr. 
Barham Wright Dian<' Blak<'sl<•c• Barbara Johnson John Gri.~t 
Rog!'r Helms Dian<' Grovrr 
David Larkin 
Am~· Burg<~~s 
Linda H\tlette Alfn•d Hatlt·\· 
,. '~· ~-~~;.~~~~ ~: 
Ne.rt ti11ic yo11're in Mc.ric~J, stop b.11 and i·isit the C11l'l"l'n falH·ica in Tl'q11ila. 
Since 1795 we've welcomed 
our gues~~ with our best. 
A traditional taste of 
SUZUKI 
DOWN 
GS 400X $1095. $132.82 
- KZ 750 $1999. $225.00 
CASSELBERRY 
998 E. SEMORAN 
834-1432 
Cuervo Gold. 
Visiwrs to Cuervo have always been 
greeted in a special way. . 
They're met at the gates and in'l'ited inside to experi- · 
enee the unique taste of Cuervo GoUl. 
This is the way we've said "welcorne"for more than 180 
years. And it is as traditwnal as Cuervo Gold itself. 
For this dedicatwn w traditwn is what makes Cuervo 
Gold truly special. Neat, on the rocks, UJith a splash of soda, 
in a perfect Sunrise or Margarita,, Cuervo Gol,d UJill bring 
you back to a time when quality ruled the worl,d. 
Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795. 
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Bartender's clothes, attitude influence· success 
' by Kellie Burdette 
freel•nce writer 
What has orange flower water, gin, 
orange juice, milk and 7-Up in it? 
Vicki . Bollheimer, bartender at Best 
Western University Inn can tell you in 
an second: A Remus Gin Fizz. 
Bollheimer, who has 10 years ex-
perience as a bartender, is teaching a 
leisure class in bartending every 
Tuesday from 7-9 p.m. at the Univer- ' 
sity Inn Lounge. · 
"Students will learn how to make 
drinks, take inventory and set up a . 
bar," Bollheimer said. 
Classes will be held in the banquet 
room. Later, students will try their 
hand at bartending using actual 
customers. 
"They'll be using colored water (in 
original bottles). until they learn how to 
make drinks," Bollheimer said.· "Who 
wants to drink anvbodv's mistakes?" 
Students will l~arn ~ew recipe.s each 
week from th~ "Mr. Boston" book , 
which is required for the course. 
"Qui-zzes will be both written and oral. 
A good barten.der shouldn't have to 
look up drinks,"' BollhC'imrr said. She 
added that it is all right to look up an 
exotic drink, such as a Remus Gin Fizz, 
which isn't ordered often. 
"The most frequently ordered drink 
at Best Western is a screwdriver," 
BolshimN said. 
And then there's Pina Colada, her 
favorit<' to make "becaus~ thev look so 
refreshing and they taste good .·,, 
The most important thing to 
remC'mber about being a bartender · is 
"to learn how to. n<:>ver lose control of 
your lounge," Bollheimer said. "You 
can refus<:> servic<' to anvone. Let 
·customers know you're in chargc. and 
that they will do things your way or 
Orange County (sheriffs) will come 
and ask them to leave." 
Bollheimer said one's clothing in-
fluences his abilitv to control the 
lounge. She · advoca.tes wea.ring slacks 
or shorts whil(' bartending. . 
"I don't like _short dresses. You have 
to bend over. Short dresses cause 
trouble," she said. 
C~ntinuing Education 
to off er sign language 
Introductorv and intermediate cour-
ses in sign la~guage will be offered at" 
UCF starting in early May. 
Both evening courses will be taught 
by Jam('s Bruner, who brings with him 
extensive experiC'nce as an interpreter, 
teacher and tutor of th<' dr~f. 
The ' introductorv course, starting 
Mav 3 for <'ight W('<~ks. will nl<'<'t Thurs-
day from 7 to. l 0 p.m. The inter-
mC'diate course, which is design<'d for 
those who have taken introdudorv 
sign language. will b<'gin May l an~I 
will be held Tuesdav from 7 to l o ·p .m. 
Both courses are ~>ffrrC'd through the 
universitv's continuing C'clucation 
program-_ There is a $45 fer for C'ach 
eight week course 
For more information, call Con-
tinuing Education at 275-2123. 
Enrollment is limited in each of the 
courses. 
Lost and found 
articles piling up 
If vou have lost pNsonal valuables. 
cont<~ct' the Village CentC'r Lost and 
Foun<l and/or the Universit~' Police 
Department and descrilw thC' item you 
lo. t. . 
Some current items in the police bin_ 
include rings. t<.•xtbooks. - ke,·s and 
<.'hC'ckbooks. · 
When taking customer orders, 
beginning bartenders should write 
everything .down Bollheimer said. "As 
you become more experienced you just 
make a mental note of it." 
He_r course, she said, will adequately 
prepare sttidents to he bartenders. "In · 
addition, each person usuaHy will have 
one or to days training at a new place 
of employment. Each pJace is dif-
ferent." 
"This is my first_ class," she said. 
''I've trained a lot of bartenders but 
have never taught before. If this course 
goe~ well, I'd like.to continue it." 
"With this disco craze, bar.tending is 
really interesting. People are more 
lounge-oriented now," sh(' said. 
Save up to $20 or more on men's 
traditidnal Siladium® rings and 
selected women's 10K gold rings. 
You get your choice of the free options shown above, and save money. 
Take advantage of this great sale on highest quality college rings. See 
them now. Order yours today. 
DEPOSIT REQUIRED. ASK ABOUT MASTER CHARGE OR VISA. 
SEE THE ARTCARVED REPRESENTATIVE DATE PLACE 
·savings vary slightly from style to style. April . 25-2 7 Village Center 
UCF BOOKSTO_RE 
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Cafeteria, snack bar prices to continue rising 
by Carol Arnold 
staff writer 
While Saga food services are in the 
process of changing the board plans 
that many dorm students feel is "too 
rigid," dorm students and commuters 
alike face food price increases. 
According to Stan Reid, food ser-
vices manager for Saga, there was a 6 
percent increase in prices last ·quarter. 
Reid said h~ "had no idea" what the · 
price increase for fall will be and that 
it depended on the state of the 
economy. 
Commenting on the present meal 
plan, Reid said he is currently working 
with his superior on changing the 
board plans. 
There are now four meal plans, two 
valid for meals five days a week and 
two usab.le for seven day weeks. 
IN A RECENT survey a majority of_ 
the students requested a change' in the 
board plan. Students complained that 
the current-plan is not flexible enough . 
Reid agreed saying, "The program is 
not good, that is why we a re changing 
it." Reid wants the new program to ac-
comodate an expanding market. One 
of his ideas (s the concept of "un limited 
seconds", which Reid says "would 
eliminate many of the .complaints 
students have." 
But w ithou t question , prices still will 
have to rise. Dr. Joyce Clampitt, acting 
director of Administrative Services 
says, "The price of ground be€f has in-
crease<;! drastically , the,. prices on the 
board plan are very reasonable a·nd 
will hold throughout this school year, 
but then there will have to be an in-
crease.'' 
IN THE KNIGHT'S Den, or snack 
bar, prices rose again this week. The 
price of a Jumbo has risen ap-
proximately 20 cents this~ school year. 
The price of some soft drinks have 
jumped at .least a dime. As it st~nds at 
present, a Double Jumbo }:Iamburger 
with cheese sells for $1.56 . A hot dog 
sells for SO cents without cheese and 6S 
cents with chees~. Large drinks stand 
at· SO cents and small soft drinks run 
for 40 cents. Large fries are 60 cents 




EducationaJ Center · 
LSAT-GRE 
MCAT 
classes now forming 
Call Days Evenln1s Ii Weetends 
Tampa (8~3) 988-0003 _ 
10921 N. SSth St. 
Temple Terrace, Fl. 33617 
''The price of ground beef has in-
creased drastically, the prices on the 
board plan are very reasonable and will 
hold through ·this school year, but then 
there will have to be an increase.'' -. 
Joyce Clampitt, acting director of Ad-
ministrative Services. 
breakfast menq, the eight ounce cup of 
orange juice sells for 43 cents while the .. 
16 ounce cup sells for 60 cents. An or-
der of toast costs 25 cents and arr egg 
with cheese op a muffin sells for 76 
cents. 
R id blamed the rapid increase in 
food goods for the prices change. Ex-
plaining the reason for the increase of 
certain sizes of soft drinks he said that 
Saga's policy of rising prices is not to 
put the price Increase in each specific 
product, but to spread the hike out 
throughout the menli. Reid also said he 
"wanted to point out .that some prices 
on the menu have not risen in quite a 
while." 
YET ON CERTAIN products~ -Reid 
doesn't follow that policy. On the deli 
sandwiches, on, which prices have risen 
considerably over the last two quar-
ters , Reid said "We l~t the increase hit 
' 
that product." 
· Dick Scott, direct0r of housing said 
"the cash customer is having to put out 
more money right now. In fact, this 
year the board plan supports itself." 
Saga states _that it's profit margin is 
very low. Reports show that Saga Cor-
poration made a 1.2 % profit, or l .S 
cents profit on each dollar for the year 
1978. Reid says, "The profit margin at 
this university is below that." 
what does the future look I ike for the 
UCF food? "Scary" was Reid's reply. 
"Scary from everyone's standpoint, 
Saga experts can see down - the road 
and frankly, it doesn't look good," he 
said. 
Saga personnel are re-evaluati_ng the_ 
current menu, and working out 
specials, so there will be changes ahead 
for Saga and it's customers. But ·as 
Reid stated, "What else can we do? We 
have to adapt to the customer." 
Gr.eek Week festivities to close Saturday · · 
by Carol Arnold · 
staff writer 
see related editorial, page 8 
· While there are only two days left in 
-Greek Week , the fun filled week for 
UCF fraternities and sororities, it is far · 
from over. 
Today's activities include th e 
Volkswagen stuff, held this afternoon 
in the parking lot near C Dorm, and 
tricycle races, being held in the YC 
circle. 
Tonight, beginning at 7:30, all 
Greeks will meet for Greek song and 
dance in the Engineering Auditorium. 
Later, they will gather on Lake 
Claire for a bonfire. 
Saturday brings the sunshine, and 
the Greeks, to Lake Claire for the 
traditic»nal games. Beginning at noon, 
the game plans include canoe races, 
th~· sp ider races, tug-o-war, beer 
chugging, the keg toss, and the inner-
tube races. 
The Greek Week Dance will wrap 
the week up with the pre·sentation of 
ribbons and trophies from the game 
and other contests. Two trophies ~ill 
also be presented to the most spirited 
fraternity and sorority for involvement 
and attendance at · Greek Week ac-
tivities. The Spirit Award in one of the· 
most coveted awards that evolve .from 
the week: The dance will begin at_ 9 p.m. 
in the V'CAR. ~ 
Earlier in the week, the Greeks spon- . 
sored a skating competition at 
SENATE ACTION. 
Semoran Skateway and raised- over 
$300 which was donated to Cerebral 
Palsy. 
· The toga party met with succe,ss 
Wednesday night. Sponsored by the 
Greek Week Committee, the disco-rock 
and roll -party was held in the 
cafeteria. 
· The winners of the banner contest 
were the 'Tves Sororitv and the Phi 
Delta Thet~ fratern_ity: Second place 
for the sororities were the Zeta Tau 
Alphas and third pla~e was a tie be-
tween Delta Delta Delta and Alpha Chi 
Omega: 
Tau Kappa Epsilon took second 
place in the fraternities and third pl_ace 
went to Kappa Alpha. 
Meeting of April 12, 1979 
Bill 11-59 . Introduced by Victor Collazo 
A bill allocating $423.50 (rom the senate working fund for the purpose of purchasing 11 benches-; to 
be located at various locations around campus. · 
Bill 11-6.1 1ntroduced by RooRotte~-
A bill allocatirlg S.G. Centralized Services to the Village Center Game Room. With~rawn 
Bill 11·62 Introduced by Rob Rotter 
A bill allocating $1,200 for the purchase of metal lockers. Withdrawn 
Bill 11~64 . lntrod.-.Qedb.y CarJ O,~otak_, ·SQs;, Overstreet 
A bill amending the 'Electio.n Statufes'. tI~klii:t E.(\. G_qmn::iit~~e · : . 
Bill 11.·65 Introduced by,~Su•~~:ov.,.tr:eet 
A "bill .fondi9g;~ .1trl.ii to LA .. fc;>f. two,_g~~duate student~ 10· aJtlrite,na,ti6narCtmventioi). . . .. 
· Measures on 2nd READING CONSIDERED ON April 20, 1979 
Bill 11·66 
A biH allocating $3~9 to the Ame~~can Socety of ~n-gme~.rs·~ 
· 1ntroduced.~y VJdor C~ll~zo 
Bill 11-67 
A bill establishing c~iteria for a Rick l1adey S~holarship. 
Introduced by R'n Jakubishl. 
Bill 11·68 Introduced by-Ron JakubisJn. · 
A bill establishing a scholarship committee .. 
Bill 11·6$ lntroduc~d:by Ron .Jakubisin 
A bill estithH.~hi;ag _GrHerfa for the Millica_.q,Scholarship. 
~easures on 1st reading to be considered on ~he meeting of April 20, 1979 
Bill 11-70 lntrodueed by Curtis Lee 
A bill allocating 387.50 form the Seante Working Fund to the Stu_dent Medical Tech. Society for a 
convention at Palm Beach Florida. · 
There is a Senate Seat open in the College of Business Administration 
and Education. Application are availabl~ in S.G. _ 
SENATE MEETINGS will be held this quarfer in the ad-
ministration 149 on thursdays at · ·12:00. Student input 
would be appreciated. 
., · .... .·· . ·:· . ~ ........ 
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Guitar language in its.elf: Lorimer 
"by Neal Bowen 
sbffwrtter 
Playing before a small, but ap-
preciative audience at the Bob Carr 
Auditorium, guitar virtuoso Michael 
Lorimer demonstrated the vitality of 
baroque and classical guitar. His s~lec­
tions ranged from Andrew Frank's 
''Serenade (Night Music III)" from 
1977, to Francisco Corbetta's 300 vear 
old "Suite in C r:najor." · 
Lorimer is a·n active advocate of his 
own style of music. Three years ago, 
when Guitar Player magazine ap-
proached him to write a column, he 
was skeptical because of the 
magazine's rock and roll· emphasis. · 
But the lure of writing to a widespread 
audience of guitar devotees enticC'd 
him to accept. His classical music 
column is n'ow a fixture in the 
magazine, and Lorimer savs he has 
seen the results. 
"For instance, after the series I wrote 
on tone, I noticed in the master 
classes that the people's tones were bet- . 
ter." 
Lorimer gave a master class here at 
UCF Monday night, as he does 
whenever he c·an. "I don't see teaching 
in terms of responsibility. 
"It's a desire, something I want to 
do." · 
Altnough master classes are geared 
for the advanced student, .particularly 
those majoring in classical guitar per-
formance or teaching, Lorimer is in-
terrsted in those much younger, too. 
"Four, five or six, when the child is 
developing language·skills is perfect, if 
the child is interested. Guitar is a 
I a nguage in itself." 
, Lorimrr was taught b,y the best. For 
six summers he stu_died under the 
acknowledged master of classical 
guitar, Andres Segovia, in Spain. In 
fact, he credits Segovia with his own 
initial involvement in the guitar. At 
I 0, Lorimer was fascinated by the 
sound made "by plucked string in-
struments, but his focus was the ha~p 
Then his father brought home a guitar 
and recording of Segovia, and Lorimer 
was converted. · 
Lorimer was br~ught to American 
audiences bv the late Sol Lurok in the 
early '70's ~s a protege of Segovia. He 
rose to prominence in the field quickly. 
In 1975, he_ became the first American 
· guitartist to tour Russia, and he return-
ed in 1977. 
Lorimer tours nine to ten months of 
the year, performing both alone, as on 
Wednesday or with a symphony. 
Though the grind gets to him, oc-
casionally he slips home to Santa Bar-
bara, Calif., for some relief. 
Though his art is complex and 
demanding, Lorimer defines it simply, 
"My job is to give people a good time.' 
That covers a lot of territory." 
Lorimer 
... advocates his own style 
Are merchants selling out the '60's? 
by Lee Elliott 
sbffwrtter 
Who is trying to sell us the '60's. The 
media atr up all the frantic fury of a 
struggling decade: the racial unrest, 
the growing awareness of the im-
moralitv of the Viet Nam war, the 
burgC'o~ing of the personal liberties 
movC'mmts, the riots and 
assasint.1tions, . thr chanting and the 
marchC's. Now, the same machine is 
spewing the '60's . back at us, but a 
curiouslv barbNC'd and tamC' beast it 
is. 
Magazines declare' the revival of the 
'60's. Item: a women's fashion 
magazinr urgC's pC'oplC' to dig out their 
old love beads "Beads are coming back 
in a big, big way." BC'ads? 
ltC'm: An English rock periodical an-
nouncrs with somr satisfaction that 
VC'rv long hair for men is return-
Kid Stuff 
ing. Hair? Pepper," and the play "Hair," have 
Item: An · overworked and much been immortalized in celluloid. While 
maligned phrase, "A '60's feeling," has Sgt. Pepper merely adopts impressions 
been used to describe the music of of the original, "Hair" tries to recreate 
everyone from Cheap Trick and the essence. The result is a disturbing 
Dwi.ght Twillev, to Elvis Costello and pastiche of '60's insight and '70's hind-
Mink DeVille. Music? sight ... 
Fashion, fads, and/ music? Can the A decade later, the vitality of the 
'60's be reduced to such a crass level 60's is the butt of Gary .Trudeau's ear-
ls this all that a de.cade of tension, toon strip, Doonesbury. Playing on a 
change, and pain means to the future? poignant ·nostalgia' deep within the 
The importance ·of the '60's lies in the minds of his audience, he milks the 
idealism, the courage, and the '60's for every bittersweet gag. i 
challrnge to blind obedience thev Trudeau's readers don't mind. He 
rrprPsC'nted. Naturally, these are ail remembers them fondly, the '60's " .. : 
things that are difficult to sell. So the and. he works the id~als, not the 
trappings of the subculture are re~p- paraphernalia. 
pC'aring: clothing, records, books that So where does one draw the line 
imitate' and books that encapsulize, between reminiscing and ripping off? 
music and films. · When nostalgia becomes profit. When 
TC'n vears after the fact, two it becomes a matter of style and sur-
milC'stones in entertainment, "Sergeant - . face and flash, that's when. 
The award-winning children's play "Step on a Crack" will he presented at the Florida Children's 
Theatre Convention .here at the University Theatre April 28 at 8:30 pm. Standing from left to right 
are: Mailin Barlow. Belinda Flick and John Maynard. Below is Kath~· Pamatian. · 
It's time to hold the line on packaged 
memory. Otherwise, we ran count on 
instant kitsch like '60's TV shows. 
Picture this; "Up The Revolution", a 
Norman Lear situation comedy about 
the trials and temptatons of a univer-
sity professor (how about Rob Reiner 
for the lead?) torn between his staid 
academic ~orld, and the seething, 
jiggling co-eds who stage weekly sit-ins 
in his office. 
Or; "I Was There," a one-to-one talk 
show with specially recreated scenes 
from the '60's. This week's guest is 
Mrs. Joellen Nadsat, who will display 
her jar of mud from Woodstock. 
Or; "Off the Pigs," a fast-paced new 
game show, wherein the contestants 
are given ·toy rifles and compete to see 
how many blue-uniformed dummies 
they can hit. 
If you don't watch television, keep 
your radio on. Soon , you'll be tapping 
your feet to a disco version of "Good 
Vibrations," or "Dock of the Bav." 
Imagine Charo launching a new da~ce 
craze with her rendition o'f "Ode to 
Billy Joe." . 
How much commercialization can 
one stand before denying that era 
totally? Remember the old joke, put 
the Viet Nam war on television , and 
it'll be over in 13 weeks? Media 
overkill can disenchant even the staun-
chest revivalist. . 
That decade is ours. There is no need 
to buy It. All the brads, vests, buttons 
and posters in the wo~ld will not 
recreate it, will not rrvitalize it . The 
'60's ar-e an ideal, an emotiona1 part of 
each of us. The selling of the '60's is 
akin to the fable of thC' six bl incl mrn 
discovering the elephant. Each mrr-
chandisrr, each promoter holds his 
ware's up, crying "This is it. Don't let it 
be forgotten. Buy now'" But th('v arr 
only insignificant fragments. W~· are 
the '60's. So when the peddlers come 
around with their triflC's, rC'memh('r 
who thry are really selling. 
VC officers elected 
The VC Activities Board installc·d of-
fi<.'<'rs for th<• coming year at a banquet 
hl'ld Monclav. 
Last year;s VCAff pr<'sid<'nt, Larry 
Hah<'r, i·n an informal <.'<•rc·nrnn~ ', gav<' 
tlw oath of offie<' to tlw 1ww offi('<'fS. 
Kris Gr<'<'ll r<'plaec·s Karc•n Warnasd1 
as S<'<Tdarv, and Bdh Hu1w takPs over 
for Mark Callahan as vie<' pn·sidmt. 
Callahan tak<'s Haber's plae<' as rwxt 
~·<'ar's VCAB pn•sid<'nt. 
.. 
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U~F _we~~o~.es children to day of music, theater 
April 28 1s unoff1cmlly Kids Day at UCF. and finish in the afternoon. 
Faculty series 
continues 
wit~ soprano The day marks anothN chapter in UCF~s annual The puhl .ic is invited to attE'nd any or all of the music t'lempntary school music festival, with 600 childrC'n ex- festival which includes a visitors' tour of the UCF campus 
p<'dC'd, mostly as performers. Th<' 8:30 p.~. proclu<:tic>n of Suzan Zeder's "Step on a 
That evening, in conjundion with the Florida Crack" will be the only public performance of the play 
Soprano Lloyd Hinkle will p~rform· 
works by Handel, Mozart, Strauss, 
John Carter and Adolph Adam, April 
29, as part of the continuing Faculty 
Artist Series at UCF. 
Childrm's Thea tr<' Convention on camp'us, the award- locally·. The UCF cast under Director · Anne Welsch will 
winning "St<'p on a Crack" will be presented hy a stuc!Pnt ·have previously toured a~ca elementary schools with the 
cast from the univNsity. modern classic. 
Dr. Mary PalmN, th<' UCF music C'ducation profcsso; A discount of 50 cents will apply to children 12 and un:. The concert will be held in the Music 
Rehearsal Hall at 3:30 p.m. who is coordinating "What's Happming," has invited all der for the play. which witl he p~esentcd in the Science' 
area elementary schools to the yearly C'vent .. A special Auditorium. General admission is $2.50. For information Tickets will be available at the door 
at $2 . All proceeds go to "the UCF 
Music Scholarship Fund: 
fraturE' is the appearanc(' of musical groups from the call th"<' University ThPatr<' at 275-2861 hctwE'en I 0 a.m. 
various sch~><!!~ in performan.ces that h<'gin at 9:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. W<'_;'kdays. 
I 
"Godspell~" the modern adap-
tion of the Gospel according to 
St. Matthew, which was a six-
year-long stage success in . New 
York, will be presented at the 
Village Center May 3 to 5 and 
May 10 to 12. 
The Saturday performances 
will be dinner theater produc-
tions. Tickets, including meal, for 
the dinner theater performances 
will be $ 7 for general public and 
$4.25 for UCF students. Tickets 
for regular performance~ are $ 3 
for the general public and. free to 
UCF students. The performance 
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WATCH THE TASTEBUDS (IN ACTUAL COMMERCIALS) ON "SATU~DAY NIGHT LIVE/" 
,. 
Professor wins National 
by·Lee Elliot 
staff writer 
Dr. Llewallyn Ehrhart, UCF biology 
professor was presented the National 
Conservation Medal by the Orlando 
Chapter of the -Daughters of the 
American Revolution for his work to 
pr<.'servc and protect sevcraf en-
dangered species in Florida. 
In receiving the medal, Ehrhart joins 
the ranks of some of the most · 
distinguished conservationists in the 
United States. In 1978, only rn medals 
were awarded nationally and cme of 
the fC'tipients was a former Governor 
of New Mexico. 
The National Society of the 
Daughters of the American Revolution 
restricts the presentation of this medal 
to those who have evidenced notable · 
achievements in conservation. The 
criteria for issuance. are strictly 1 obser-
ved, and a candidate must be 
nominated and approved at the local, 
state and national levels before the 
award is made. 
The Conservation Medal is awarded 
annually to any man or woman who 
· has made an outstanding contribution 
in conservation. 
LAST SUMMER, Ehrhart cared for 
7,000 endangered infants. He and his 
biology students took day-old sea tur-
tles down to the beach at Merritt 
Island and released them. The 
leathery, green and brown hatclilings 
scuttled across the sand into the sea. 
The1 UCF instructor .tel ls about 
gathering eggs from adult turtles. 
Kneeling in the sand, Ehrhart takes the 
f'ggs from the nesting females and care-
fully packs them in buckets of sand. 
Then, in the hatchery on the Merritt 
Island National Wildlife Refuge, the 
eggs are incubated under environmen-
tally similar conditions. 
, Squa tting behind a 260 · pound 
loggerhead turtle is only one of the 
essential, ·ocupations of Ehrhart. He 
also warms cold turtles. During a win-
ter cold spell, the hatchery staff 
gathered 143 freezing turtles from 
Mosquito Lagoon and warmed them in 
the hatchery. The freeze provided 
quite a coup for turtle observers. 
Usually it takes over ninety hours to 
net one turtle, but the chilled 
loggerhea.ds and green .. - turtules 
provided a rare windfall , and an ex-
cellent. chance to weight, measure, and 
tag them. 
"WE USE a metal alloy tag, a cattle 
ear tag. Attached to the tough skin of 
the flipper, the tag lasts for years," 
Ehrhart said. Some tags ha.ve been 
reported as far away as Long Island, 
New York, or Guyana . 
Ehrhart's work with the turtles also 
has netted him a Gordon J. Barnett 
Professorship · For . Environmental 
Studie·s, and a position as consultant to 
the Southeast Sea Turtle Recovery 
Team. 
The rookery has been operating in 
the refuge for six years, not nearly long 
enough to gauge the effect of the hat-
ching program on turtle populations. 
But Ehrhart is optimistic. 
Get On TQp Of Things ! 
(~ 
! ~IM!f . ~ ~'\ 
_____ / . ((_ ) 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A PILOT TO FLY!~"', 
. ( 
G It 11 t ~~ c '--- _). 
l ) ') Join ~ -------.. '-----( ( ( ) ) Pegasus Pilots '--
"-L'-- _____/: Call ~766 for more inf,o. 
MEETINGS EVERY THURS. 12:00 NOON 
STUDENT 08GANIZATIONS LOUNGE 
Invite the'bunch ... 
Mix a great, big bucket full of 
Open House Punch 
Serves 32 . .. tastes like a super. cocktail! 
Greatest drink ever invented! Mix a batch in advance, 
add ice and 7UP at the last minute, .. serve the crowd 
right out of the bucket! Smooth 'n delicious. Wow! 
Recipe: 
One fifth Southern Comfort 
3 qui)rts 7UP 
6 oz . fresh lemon juice 
One 6-oz . can frozen orange juice 
One 6-oz . can frozen lemonade 
Chill ingredients. Mix in bucket. 
adding 7UP last. Add a few drops 
food coloring (optional) and stir 
lightly. Add ice, orange. lemon 
slices . Looks and tastes great' 
You know it's got to be good . .. when it's made with -
Southern Comfort" 
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 100 PROOF I IOUEUR. ST LOUIS. MO 63132 
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Consetvation Medal 
He said last year was the best year 
for green turtle nesting since records 
have been kept. It was last year also, 
that Ehrhart saw his first natural 
habitat hatching. "We had two bad 
years, 1976 and 1977. The population 
drc>pped slightly. But overall, since 
· 1960, it has increased." 
HE CREDITS the growth in turtle 
population to legal controls. All sea 
turtles are protected, and the Marine 
Patrol enforces the laws. Its illegal~, 
to take or interfere with turtles, and it 
is illegal to import any turtle products. 
The turtles have another powerful! 
ally--NASA. The Merritt Island land is 
owned by the space program, and was 
once considered as a possible Trident 
submarine base. Concerned environ-
mentalists stepped in, and the land was 
saved . 
The turtles are nesting next door to 
the space shuttle runway. According to 
Ehrhart, "The runway has been built, 
and it will he .used. The shuttle strip 
provided the initial impetus for our 
work. In the I ast three yea rs, our con-
cern has been to develop an ecological 
busline." 
"We have no proof that lighted, 
developed beaches deter the females 
from nesting," Ehrharf said. He is 
more concern'ed about the detrimental 
effect the runway may have on the 
hatch lings: . 
THE NEWLY hatched turtles do 
not. as opposed to popular belief, 
~utomatically head for the water, 
Ehrhart said. There have been instan-
NASA Photo 
ces where, µpon hatching, the young 
have been confused by the lights of 
highways and populated areas. They 
head toward the lights, rather than the 
sea, with predictable results according 
to Ehrhart. Sometimes hundreds, even 
thousands of the young turtles have 
tried. to cross major highways. 
THE WORST enemy the turtles have 
on the reserve is raccoons, ·said 
Ehrhart. Se~ective trapping and 
removal has been used, with some suc-
cess. But the hatchlings also are preyed 
upon by frigate birds and gulls. Those 
that turn the wrong way; die of . 
dehydration in the dunes. Sharks eat 
some of .the young once they reach the 
water . 
veterans 
Why get an "F" in a course when you can get tutorial assistance 
paid for by VA? 
CALL THE OFFICE OF VETERAN'S AFFAIRS, 
275-2707 
898-2454 
l ~00 E. Cololilal Dr •. (Ori.) 
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Opinions differ but ••• 
Most think legal drinking age should be 21 
by Lee Elliott night at the youth center." 
staff writer 
An informal survey of UCF students, 
liquor store and cockta ii owners and 
operators, and persons in the local 
judicial system shows that people's 
feelings about ra1smg the legal 
drinking age depends on how. old you 
are. 
ONE HUNDRED percent of the 
students under 2 l opposed the bill. "If 
I'm old enough to vote, old enough to 
get married, and old enough to join the 
- service, then I'm old ~nough to drink," 
one student said. 
Another student said "With all those 
other pressures I'd sure better get . 
some benefits." Several bills have been proposed for 
this year's Florida legislature that 
would change the legal age to buy 
alcohol from 18 to 21. Among them is 
House Bill 54 7, sponsored by Orlando 
representative Fran Carlton. 
Relati.velv few· of those under 21 in-
terviewed felt that the new law would 
be a deterrent to purchasing liqu"<)r. 
Scott Stiegel, assistant manager of 
Level Three, formerly Big Daddy's, 
said "I agree. with it. I think the over 
21 drinking crowd is more mature, 
Ninety-seven percent of the college _ 
students over 2 l interviewed agreed 
with the bill. Reasons cited, in order of 
frequenc;y, were: doubt that those un-· 
der 2 l are capable of or responsible 
enough to handle liquor, abuse of the 
drinking age by _even younger teens. 
and irritation at "having little jerks in 
the bar." - · . 
·more able to handle it. The 18-21 
. group gets too rowdy. It could affect 
our business somewhat, but there are 
enough older customers to make up f6r 
it. These kids are not a very good 
drinking crowd, thev'r(' mostlv disco 
people .. here to danc.e, with very little . 
money in their pockets. They don't tip 
well. and that hurts · my people, mv 
One philosophy major said, "When 
they come into a bar. it's tike Saturday 
U.C.F FOOTBALL· 
BENEFIT PICNIC 





~ a.In. to p.m. 
at Lake Claire 
Food, Games, .Entert~inment 
Student Government needs students and performers 
to help · coordinate and -organize programs for this 
event. If you are interested in helping with this pic-
nic, call Mark Omara at 2191. Support your schooJ 
.footbaff team! 
International Air Bahama. 
Eveey seat to Europe 
·at the same low fare. 
$373 ~~,~~<!!tip 
No restrictions at all. 
International Air Bahama has 
only one fare to Europe. $373 
round trip from Mia.i;ni to 
Luxembourg via Nassau, or 
$186.50 one way. This applies to. 
every seat on every one of our 
flights. · 
There are no restrictions at 
all on stays up to one year. 
You don't have to book in 
advance or fly standby. 
But even with this low fare, 
we'll still be giving you great 
service. complimentary 
cocktails, wines and 
. -'b-. cognac with your dinner. 
~""r~~'""'ff~ And we'll be taking 
you to Luxembourg, the 
heart of Europe, which is 
just hours away by train 
or car from n~arly all of 
Europe's most famous 
landmarks. 
'Price effective thru May 14 and subject to change. Add $12.:f>O sur·charge 
each wa y on-I.ravel between April 11 and April 23. 
-----------------------------• See your travel agent. Wnte International Air Bahama. 228 S.E. First I St .. Miami, Florida 33131 . Tele: 800· 432 -9530 (except for Miami ). I 305·358·0800 (Miami only l. I 
I Please send me: O A timetable of I Affs flights to Europe. O You1· brochure on European tours . I 
I NAME - _.: .- - - I 
I ADDRESS____ . I 
I CITY ,_; I 
•• . . STATE 
11 
ZIP----- INTERNATIONAL 
1 AIR BAHAMA : 1 
·.. . The vacation airline with the o n e low fare to Europe I 
-----------------------------~ 
bartenders. So, naturally, ( have a 
bias." 
THE ASSISTANT manager of 
Harrigan's agreed, but hN concern· is, 
"I see children 16 and 17 trying to . 
· comf" in and be served. The under 21 
group is not mature enough." "'-
Thf" only sf"gment of the survey 
which showed a' sharp division in 
opinion was the law enforcement area. 
The responses split- nearly . in half, 
leaving the hotly debated issue soundly 
balanced. 
Indicative of the pro response is this 
observation by Juvenile Court Ad-
ministrative Officer Gordon Haynes: 
"Jn my own opinion, it should be 
raised. We have a lot of young people 
appearing in here on . possession 
charges, or for driving while in-
toxicated ." 
"I BELIEVE the drinking age should 
stav · the way it is," said Gerald 
Ga.gmon, the ~hief deputy Clerk of Cir-
cuit and County Courts. Since they've 
lowered thf" maiority, 18 year olds can 
vote, join the service--no, I don't thi~k 
the present drinking age has increased 
the incidence of minors abusing 
alcohol." 
He cites New Hampshire and 
Massachusetts as states which have · 
.repealed or raised their drinking ages, 
"They' re getting a hassle from the 
liquor merchants in their states. This 
bill woul.d simply drive the kids un-
derground," he said. 
Gagmon also says that the lowered 
drinking age has not had a discernable 
effect on the crime rate. "The 
problem is the bartenders. The_y, let the 
kids overdrink, and then wonder why 
they're getting arrested . The people 
that serve alcohol could control_ it:". 
When asked how possibl.e the bill's 
passing might be, Gagmon said, "I 
think it will be very close. Conser-
vative Orange County will probably 
go for it. We're maligning the · 
youngsters-once you've given them 
something, don't take it away from 
them. 
OUR FOUNDATION IS 
JESUS 
Lessons on Assurance 
• Assurance of Victory 
• Assurance of Forgiveness 
• Assurance of Guidance 
Breakfast Meeting~ 
7:15 Wed. Mornings 
Knight's Room -·cafeteria 
~~MJ~~~~~~· 
CENTRALIZED SERVl.CES 
-HAS TICKETS TO 
YOUR .KNIGHT LIFE_! 
· Theatre Tickets 
Once Upon a Stage 




Plaza Rocking Chair 
Eastern Federal 
Interstate 6 
Wometco-Park East & West 
Great Southern Music Hall (movies only) 
University Drive In . 
Grapdru.it Classical Theatre 
REGULAR 
12.00 






















Busch Gardens-reg. price is $7.80--disc. price is $6.00.(be in soon) 
- Rosie O'Gradies·membe_rship passes are now available for only 6.50! 
. Please remember that you are limited to two tickets per l.D. per purchase. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
BOOK EXCHANGE-Last day to pick up money or unsold 
books is April 26th. Thank you for participating. Check the 
Future again for the next book exchange. 
GRADUATE RECORD-People who . haw \wen n·cp1v111g 
notice's com·erning their proofs, pl<'<lS<' conta~·t Ccntralizc·d 
Services. 
SERVICES 
Off Campus Housin~ 
Travel Board 
Bahysitting Refcrral-W C' Jl<'C'd Im bvsittc·rs! 
Typing Referral-If ~ ·ou ar<' intc'r<'stc'cl in t~ving for som<' c·xtra 
mrnw~ · , c:onw into S.C. and fill out a form. 
Located in V.C. 217. Hours are.9-4 M-F •. Call 275-2191. 
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Satire 
Beware: sqilirrels suffering from spring fever 
by Deane Jordan 
. NEED EXPERIENCE? 
;.,~, .. 
A!ll!l!!l!~it.W.l,_....,, 
When you're looking for a gQod job, experience is required .. But how can 
you get experience without a good job? The Army has job skill training 
available in over 300 specialties. Experience after training can be earned in 
your choice of either 2, 3 or 4 year enlistments. With the Army's Delay~d 
Entry Program, you can enlist now and begin active duty up to 12 months 
later. We don't require experience, just meet our standards. Call: 
SSG LEON KIRKL·AND 
. 898-2769/2760 
1 STUDENT GOV'T 
,,,_r . OFFERS I . 
LEGAL SERVICES 
StuclC'nt CovC'rnment seC'ks to provide It------------• students at thC' UnivNsitv of Cc>ntral Florida 
with legal srrvicC's in rnc.~ttNs affC'ding thC'ir 





wplfare as students. Services provided in-
dudl' landlord t<'nant: (:onsumN. and 
diserimination problems. Also, noncriminal 
traffic cases, divorc<'. eonvC'rsion of propN-
tv, arnf name c:hang<' transactions. 
· Our program offC'rs IPgal .advieP. eon-
sultation and clocunwnt drafting free of 
. charg<' to studl'nts in need of servi('<'s. Call 
,._ ______ _. ___ _. 27S-2S38 or stop h~ · \ ' .C. 210 fi?r more· in-
fo rm al ion or an a ppo intment. 
been known to attack anyone who interrupts them. Many an unsuspecting passer-
by has had his shoes torn to shreds by an enraged bull squirrel. Sometimes the at-
tacks are fatal or result in the loss of several toes. 
One qin distinguish the hot-tempered bull squirrel from the placid cow squirrel• 
by an obvious anatomical difference. A male squirrel, like most creatures of his 
gender, has a pai_r of whiskers above his nose to set him apart from 'fhe remale. The. 
male has ten whiskers, the female eight. However, if you are close enough fo count 
a squirrel's whiskers you are, according to authorities, within the attacking 
danger zone. 
You can tell if a ~ull squirrel is about to charge at you if he paws the ground 
with his hind legs and utters a blood-chilling, deep-~hr_oated chatter. In a rage bull 
squirrels have been known to carry away objects as large as basketballs. Their bite 
is deep and they have a noted preference for suede shoes. Sometimes the attacks 
come from above. One breed of squirrel, the feared Kamakaze Flying Squirrel is 
known for.the swiftness, silence and accuracy of its attack. 
Recently, after a near-fatal attack on a member of the Student Senate bv a flight of 
Kamakaze r 'lying Squirrels, a .campus-wide hunt was ·organized to tind 
the attacktng marauders' limb leader. With the help of several bwana, trained in 
capturing renegade squirrels, the offending shoe-shreder was captured. The teeth 
of the blood-thirsty rodent were made into squirrel-ivory ear rings and can be seen 
on disP.lay in the trophy case in the Administration Building. 
In tfie interest of public safety, we urge all people (students included) on campus 
to. exercise caution and stay out of the trees. · 
. Correction 
An ·article in . last week's . Future 
mistakenly attributed statements about 
the peer counseling program to Dr . 
'Robert G. Flick. The statements about 
the program were in fact a result of a 
committee decision. The Future regrets 
any confusion caused by this error. 
THE LOBBY ANNEX 
WANTS.YOU! 
Lobby Annex Director, Dan Butler, acts as· liaison ·with 
the UCF administration and students, the Florida 
Student Association, and the Florida legislators in 
Tallahassee. 
Dan needs some- y9lunteers. to help plan, organize and . 
properly rtin the lobby annex. Interested persons will help 
contact legislators, act as representatives of UCF and the 
F.S.A., lobby for hills that effect higher education, and act as 
-liaison with the community. 
This will give you the opportunity to meet legislators and. 
faculty, to get an experience on the state leveL and also to give 
you a lead into the future for job openings. Ready to help? 
Call Dan Butler at 23 77 or Mark Omara at 219 l . 
' ' 
'-1--·--·-·--·--... ·-···--··-----·---.. I.. 
1 ·Good News About 
Auto Insura·nce 
I For College Students I 
I We'd like to insure your car. Why? I 
I
• Because we specialize·in providing auto 
insurance for young driver~. _ 
Who are we? Criterion Insurance I 
I
I Company is a dependable, financially 
1
: 
strong company offering you important 
benefits like these: convenient payment 
plans, country-wide claim service, driver 
• training discounts and a wide choice of 
I 
coverages to protect you and your car. 
like to know more? Call or visit us 
· today for a free, personal rate quotation 
·I and complete information. There.'s no I 
·I obligation, of course. And we'll be glad I 
• to answer your questions about auto • 
I insurance. I . I 
I CALL:645-1488 1 · 
• . JIM RICHARDSON I 
=... . 3131 CORRIN~ 'DR., ORLANDO,, FLA. I 
~. Criterion v-rr Insurance Company 
Llm•••••ICLIP AND :·=~: .. ~::":~ :._...J. 
Sports Future April 20, l 97Y 
Andy McQuagge and Dave Stauble (left) and Jini Scott and Tom · 
Lucci (right) play doubles tennis against Rollins College opponents 
Tuesday in-their last match of the season. 
~ollins singes UCF 
by J"leal Bowen 
sporh wrtter 
A long and frustrating season· ended for the 
men's tennis team at UCF Tuesdav, as cross-town 
rival Rollins squeaked by the K~ights 5-4 . UCF 
finished the season with a 12-18 record. 
Number one seed Tom Lucci saw a. four-game 
win streak go by the boards in the match, but ac-
cording to Coach Henrv Brandon, Lucci's 17-14 
season record will earn him a spot in the national 
tournament next month in Little Rock, Arkansas. 
Another player from Brandon's young squad, yet 
undetermined, will likely accompany Lucci as a. 
doubles partner. . 
The bright spot this year was a second place 
showing in the Sunshine State Conference Tour-
nament in Miami, but in .the next three matches, 
the Knights were able to win only one game as 
their rugged schedule took its toll. 
Brandon said he saw "tremendous im-
provement'' in the team play through the season, 
and his obsen:ation is born out by comparing . 
results of two teams which faced the Knights both 
early in the season and later. Rollins blew by the 
men 8-1 in January, but found a much tougher 
opponent here Tuesday. Jacksonville University, 
5-4 victims February 5, was pasted 8-1 in mid-
March. 
. With only senior Jim Scott l~~Ln& Bra_ndon 
1s concentrating his recruiting efforts in Florida 
and Texas and looking fQr -three players. With 
this rebuilding year behind, UCF may look to 
1980 to- return the SSC Championshjp to Orlan-
do, Brandon said. 
Tritons break Knight streak 
by Neal Bowen 
sports wrtter 
The Eckerd Tritons broke a four· game UCF 
winning streak Wednesday in St. Petersburg, 
dropping the Knights 7-2. Eckerd ace Kerry 
Freedman (8-1) limited the : Knights to thr~e 
singles in the contest. 
In earlier action, the Knights. swept . a 
doubleheader from Sunshine State Conference 
rival~ Biscayne Thursday, April 12; demolished 
Florida Memorial o;; Saturday; and sn-l'1ck past 
FIT on Mondav. · · 
Wednesday, Freedman and junior Pete Saxe (6-
3) each went the distance, but a two-run rallv in 
the third inning decided the game as Freed~an 
who had yielded solitary runs in the first and 
secm:id. sh{mmed the doo~ on UCF. 
In the third, Eckerd Center Fielder John Small 
walked, stole second,- reached third on a single by 
Tom Marzilla and scored on Fred Fochtman;s 
sacrifice fly. Marzilla later scored on a single by 
Randy K wi.st. The Tri tons blew the game open in 
the sixth, scoring three unearned runs on two 
errors by freshman shortstop Butch Round. 
Thursday, Biscayne scored game tying runs in 
the third inning of each game, onlv to see the 
Knights take the lead permanently in the home 
half. 
In the first contest Karl Hodges, another of 
Coach Bill Moon's talented freshmen, pitched a 
complete game improving his record to 3-1. 
The Knights scored two in the second as. Round 
singled with two out, scoring on Hal Staats' 
triple. Staats scored on an infield single beat out 
by pro prospect Jeff Rudolph 
In the third, first baseman Lonnie' PC'dC'r scored 
the game-winning run . after singling, advancing 
on a walk and Mike Miracle's sacrifice, and Rick 
Pierce's single. · 
In the nightcap,. Rudolph chasC'd Chris Jarmuz 
home with a triple in the third for the go-ahC'ad 
run as UCF romped, 7-l. Rudolph then scored on 
a wild pitch. 
The Knights tacked on two mor<' in th<' fourth 
on the strength of a triple by Peeler. a single by· 
Frank Surmaczewicz, and . another triple bv 
Butch Round. · 
Moon"s Monsters bashed out seven homeruns, 
including three by Staats, in the contest. But the 
best news was the return to form of Joe Russell. 
. Russell, the ~ce of the mound staff two years ago 
has been battling back from a nerve ihjury and 
turned in five strong innings. 
The ~ngineers of .FIT provided slightly more 
formidable opposition on Monday, but couldn't 
silence ·staat's home run bat. He slapped out his 
eighth of the season (a new UCF record) to 
provide all the firepower H~rlers Ti_m Syverson 





planned to help 
UCF to.otball 
by Ann Barry 
sports editor 
To increase the pot of monies for the UCF football 
program, the Athletic Department has planned several 
fund-raising events . 
The money and pledges for the program are near the 
$24-$25,000 mark which was reached a few weeks ago. · 
This progress is what was expected by promoters of the 
program, said Bill Goldsby, business assistant for the 
Athletic Department. 
The first planned football benefit will be Memorial 
Day, May 26. The office is planning to hold a 5,000 
meter run on campus. 
Co-ordinating with Student Government, · more 
preparations are underway for a day of outdoor games 
and feasting at Lake Claire on June 2. 
Student Body Presidei1t Mark Omara said he and some 
student senators were trying to get some local bands and 
acts to be featured at the event. He said Sea World and 
Circus World would be contacted. 
The day will include a fish fry catered by Lee and Rick's 
Oyster Bar. Beer and soda have been donated, Omara 
sa·id, and may be sold to raise more n:ioney. 
Everyone is invited to the event, said Goldsby--students, 
university personnel, their families and any community 
members. Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for children 
and UCF students. 
. The Tampa Bay ' Bucs have been invited to attend as 
well as several football coaches in the state. 
On June 16, anot~er.family day and cross country run 
is being planned by Dr. Jack O'Leary, athletic director. 
He is negotiating with the manager of the Merritt Square 
on Merritt Island to assist in the promotion of the event. 
But the Knight bats wer<' just warming up. 
Saturday UCF slipped past Florida MC'morial 
26-1. 
The Knight baseball team has won four of its last five games on improved hit-
ting. Glenn Miller takes a swat at the hall during a home game. 
Don't miss it! 
•The wc,men n~tters close out their season this weekend at the Small College State 
tournament which they host at the UCF courts today. . 
• The ere~ club co~petes Saturday, April 21 in the state championships (Florida 
Intercollegiate Rowing Association) in Tampa. 
• The women's softball team gears up for the State tournament this morni.ng and 
Saturday at Orlando's Lake Fairview field. 
• The baseball team challenges Eckerd College today at home at 3: 15 p.m. Satur-
day they take on Eckerd in St. Petersburg at I p.m. 
• Good tim~s and. good food will be at the football benefit planned for June 2 at 
at Lake Claire. Tickets for the fish fry and games are $5 for adults and $3 for ' 
children and UCF students. 
• ~ 5,000 meter run will be a campus feature on Memorial Day, May 26, also to 
ra 1se monev for the football team. 
•The UCF Water Ski Club will_ P';It on a ski show Wednesday, May '2 at 1: 15 and 
3: 15 p.m. on Lake Claire. The show is entitled "Knight Life" and follows the 
theme of the school mascots. 
lntrarnurals 
Two UCF intramural teams may travel to Florida State University April 28 and 
29 to participate in the nationwide Schlitz Intramural Olympics. 
The UCF Recreational Services chose the HUMPS and the Tyes women''s team to 
represent the university at the Olympics. Loren Knutsen, director, has since learn- . 
ed, however, that the students must pay for their own hotels, some food and some 
gas. 
'~The teams can still go if they want to, and I think they are going if they can get 
a van, but they won't officially represent UCF." 
Knutsen had originally thought the events were financed by Schlitz b'ut found 
out that the company will pay only 8 cents per mile for each team and provide 
three meals for both Saturday and Sunday. "If you ask me,- they got a raw deal," 
he said. "I just can't justify having intramural teams go places and pay their-own 
way." 
The team plans to go, however, if they can arrange transportation. 
The Florida State competition and 11 other regional events will pare the 
nation's top 200 men's and women's teams to 12 each that will advance to the 
Schlitz Intramural Olympics National Finals at the University of Miami on May 5 
and 6. 
The Schlitz Olympics began last September to determine the country's best 
college intramural te~ms for the cu'rrent academic year. 
Due to conflicts with Greek Week activities, the INTRAMURAL WRESTLING 
meet originally scheduled for this weekend has been rescheduled for May 4 & 5. 
The entry deadline has been .extended until Thursday, May 3. The weigh-in will be 
held from 5-5:30 p.m. on Friday, May 4 and the preliminary matches will begin at 
6:00 p .m . that day. The semi-finals will be held Saturday, May 5 beginning at 1 
p.m. All matches will be in the gymnasium. · 
The sign-up date for this yea r's coed INNERTUBE WATERPOLO is Thursday, 
April 26 . There will be a team captain's meeting on that day at 5 p.m. at which 
time rosters will be accepted. All games will be scheduled Monday's and Thursdays 
at 5 and 5:40 p.m. Coed leagues are designed for participation, socialization and 
fun. 
Floor Hockey and Coed Dynamic Duo sign-up dates are coming the first week of 
May. For information, dates and entry forms contact Recreational Services, PE 
IOI or call 275-2408. 
SDRBALL RESULTS: 
FS&S vs. IDS 6·8 
Chi Phl vs. SAE 3-13 
LXA vs. Chi Phi 15·5 
YOLLLEYBALL RES UL TS: 
Tyes II vs. LXA Lii Sis 1-2 
SAE vs •. LXA 2-1 
TKE Lil Sis vs. AXD 3-0 
PKA vs. ATO I 0-3 
Ace's vs. AFROTC 1-2 







IDS vs. Show Biz Wlz 3·12 
PKA fvs ATO 6-1 
Humps vs. FS&S 12·5 
FS&S vs. Coliform& 2·1 
KS lvs. AYO I 0·3 
Humps vs. ,Collforms 3·0 
Iran vs.- Humps 2-1 







We're Proud Of Our Safety Record • 0...r 
6000 Trained With No Accidenh 
5107 E. COLONIAL 
The Brothers of 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Wish to congratulate the new 
Little Sisters of 
The Maltese Cross 
and thank all of them for a 
Great Bunny Party 
April 20, I ~79 -'Future - PagEi, 19 
Ctew club frosh hot again 
The UCF crew club stroked their 
way to a strong showing Saturday in 
Melbourne at the. Governor's Cup 
Regatta. 
The freshman four eeked out a close 
first place victory against Florida In-
stitute of Technology. Jacksonville 
University, the University of Tampa, 
and the Miami Rowing club. 
The men's varsity eight lost to FIT in 
the final 200 meters of the course. 
However, they held off a strong charge 
by UT, which finished third. 
The women's eight placed econd to 
FIT, besting Jacksonville University 
who had beaten them the week before 
at the Miami Invitational race. 
The crew club is preparing for the 
State Championships Satur~ay, April 
21 in Tampa (on North 301 ). Races 
start at 11 a.m. and UCF will enter 
eight events. 
Softball ladies place 2nd 
The women's softball team took 
second place in the University of 
Florida ·Invitational tournament last 
weekend. 
morrow at Orlando's Lake Fairview 
field. The tourney w"ill include all state 
colleges, large and small. 
The Ladies lost to the host team, UF, 
in a championsh ip game Saturday. ' 
The UCF team is hosting the state 
softball tournament today and to-
UCF is hosting the tourney for the 
third consecutive year. In the last two 
years, the UCF women have finished 
runner up to Florida State University. 
Intramural volleyball can get pretty fast and furious, as seen in 
this photo of recent competition. PhotobyKevlnMc~noush 
'If it's . · . a P.e ·u . 
then the world's going c~ . . . .. ~ 
It happened to s_ecretaries fir~t. Then lawyers. bookkeepers, waltreS~~~ 
cabb1es. housewives, and businessmen succumbed to the beauty of ou'r · . ~ 
Pilot Razor Point and Fineliner pens. · 
Some l?e~ple felt It was sick to get so emotionally involved with our · 
-~ pens. But 1s 1t re~lly so crazy to love a Pilot Razor Point pen that writes with 
% ~ sharp smooth line and costs a mere 79¢7 Is it nuts to flip over Its unique 
I 
;. httle metal collar that smartly helps to keep its point from going squish? 
~ If It is crazy. it's. going to su~prise a whole lot of people. In fact, we ···" 
·, understand that' Pilot Razor Pomt even has what it takes to score extra . m~ 
l:J poi7{~,:!~ho~~!~~,~~~a~:;:~tion that ma~y .'"' .. oof:'·,:.~-~«-,~.~,· ., - coaches are fans of the Pilot Finellner. ,;;: ~- Along with all the other Razor · 
I -~~ 
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·Village Center Events 
. FILMS INCORPORATED 
~ext Weeki 
. 8:30 pm ENAUD 
April 27 & 29 . 









8:30 pm VCAR . 
April 20 & 22 
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Kris Green Doug Wilson 
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~ Paul Franzese 
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~ Mark Glickman 
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Florida Cont erence for Students involved 
~ with programming activities. April 21 & 22 
Interested students should contact the VC 
Main Desk or call X2611 today •. 
The Village Center Activities Board is funded 
througlr tfl e A ctivity and Service Fee, as 
. .a.JJ,ocated by the S Tudent Government of F. T. U. 
Following 
VC Snack Bar 
Refreshments Available 
April 20 
()U theV.C. r-een: 
11 :00 am • 1 :00 pm VC Green 




May3, 4, S*, 10, 11, 12* 
VCAR Curtain 8:·30 pm 
Tickets available now 
VC Main Desk 
UCF Student free w/ ID 
G.P. $3.00 
* Dinner Theater 
Student -$4.25 
G.P. $7.00 
8 am • 5 pm Mon. • Fri. . . includes show 
Reservatons required for Dinner Theater 
0 
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All right, gang, 
hibernation is over. 
1lme to put away the 
sticky hot chocolate 
mugs and oversized 
sweaters and get 
ready for fun in 
the sun, cavorts on 
the courts and larks 
in the parks! 
ANATOMY s 
When Hamlet said, "What a piece of work is man," he 
wasn't kidding. The human body is a walking 
wonder of the world. If all 696 muscles of your body 
could pull in one direction at one time, you could 
move 25 tons. And that strength is only one of three 
amazing aspects of your body that you can-and 
should-develop as part of a shape-up program. 
STRETCHING 6 
After a winter of limited exercise, most of us have to 
get in shape before we can take to the courts, pools 
and jogging paths around campus. Stretching is the 
perfect way to begin now. We've put together a 
program that isolates eight major sections of the 
body and stretches them individually. And one 
super-duper total body stretch that's all-purpose 
(and thousands of years old). 
JOGGING 10 
Some people say being on a daily running regimen 
is like having your own psychiatrist. Find out for 
yourself. This section gives you tips on setting up a 
personal jogging program. You 'll also get the scoop 
on running shoes , info on heat exhaustion, a spring-
to-winter marathon calendar- and words to the 
wise from Bill Rodgers, the real marathon man. 
TENNIS 14 
Can you be a winner at tennis with only average 
~ physical abili ty? Yes, says Dick Gould, tennis coach 
at Stanford University (the 1978 NCAA champs) . 
Also in this section: Rod Laver gives you advice on 
how to perfect your stroke. A former pro tells you 
how to develop effective doubles tactics. A Harvard 
psychiatrist categorizes tennis players by psycho-
logical makeup. And John McEnroe admi ts he's 
tired. 
Inner Workings/5 
Swim Tune-Up /21 
Tennis Ti ps/14 
WEIGHTS 16 
Many top athletes combine weight training with reg-
ular workouts to increase stamina and muscle tone. 
You can , too. We'll tell you how to get started flexing 
your pees and limbering your lats (and what that 
mean~ in English) . And lay to rest the myth that 
women shouldn't lift weights because they'll end up 
looking like the Hulk. (It's physiologically impos-
sible.) 
BIKING 18 
Bicycling is a great way to see the countryside and 
condition your body at the same time. But if you're a 
beginning rider, how can you avoid soreness? 
What's the connection between jumping rope and 
cycling? And who is Otto Wenz and why is he pre-
dicting that in five years bicycle racing will be as 
popular as jogging? 
SWIMMING 21 
Boston University swim coach Raegh Wetmore 
(that's his name, honest) shares his five-step plan to 
get you into shape through swimming. We give you 
tips like how to avoid shoulder tendinitis (a common 
swim-related injury), what's the proper swimmer's 
kick, how to improve your crawl stroke, what it feels 
like to be a competitive swimmer-and how to flat-
ten your stomach for swimwear. 
BODY/MIND 23 
Some physicians are prescribing racquetball-not 
Elavil-for mildly depressed patients. Why? Aerobic 
exercises are believed to stimulate the production of 
body chemicals that have the same effect as antide-
pressant drugs. It's all part of a holistic approach to 
fitness . Its theme? Your mind affects tre perfor-
mance of your body, and you r body has an effect on 
your mind. Sounds simpl e, but the ramifications 
could be mind-boggling. 
FORD'S INSIDER: A CONTINUING 
SERIES OF COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 
SUPPLEMENTS is sponsored by Ford 
Di,vision of Ford Motor Company and 
published by 13-30 Corporation 
(which also produces such familiar 
campus publications as NUTSHELL 
and THE GRADUATE). Ford's 
sponsorship of Jhis publication is an 
indication of their desire to provide 
services to college students. Please 
take the time to let us know how you 
like this supplement by returning the 
postage-paid card on page 16. And 
for more information on Ford's 
product line, use the card on page 8. · 
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their own and are not to be construed as those of Ford Division of Ford Motor Company. Likewise, the publisher assumes responsibility · 
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AN & ~OM" You're incredible. A I 1 ~ I A wallUng wonder of levers, pumps, 
bellows, filters and electrical circuits, all working in harmony. 
YOU'VE GOT TO EXERCISE. And it's not enough to 
have just one exercise activity, like tennis, and think you're 
giving your incredible body a total workout. To keep in 
shape, you've got to exercise both your muscular and cardi-
ovascular systems with activities that develop the three basic 
elements of fitness: flexibility, strength and endurance. 
YOU NEED FLEXIBLE MUSCLES. Any physical 
activity, from the blink of an eyelid to the lifting of a piano, 
depends on the muscular system, which makes up 45 percent 
of your total body weight. You've got 696 muscles support-
. ing the 206 bones of your skeletal system, which are also 
surrounded and interlaced by another system of tendons 
and ligaments. These connective tissues bind, link and 
anchor organs, muscles, bones and the spaces in between. 
When a bone, muscle or joint is injured, it's usually partly 
because it didn't receive enough support from connective 
tissues that had become short and tight from nonuse. A 
flexible body generally absorbs more stress with less injury, 
so the importance of flexibility in a physical fitness program 
that includes vigorous activity cannot be understated. 
YOU SHOULDN'T GIVE UP. When that familiar sore-
ness and stiffness sets in after your first exercise sessions, 
don't throw in the towel. It's just that because you're out of . 
shape, lactic acid has a tendency to collect in your muscles, 
making it more difficult for them to contract. When blood 
circulation increases with additional exercise, this waste 
product will be flushed out as your muscles begin to work 
more efficiently. 
YOU CAN BE REALLY STRONG. If all the muscles in 
your body could pull in one direction at the same time, their 
combined force would come to about 25 tons. The surest 
and fastest way to develop this muscular potential is to work 
with weights, which can mean lifting hefty barbells in a gym 
or simply supplementing calisthenic exercises (chin-ups, 
half-squats) by using five- or I 0-pound weights with the 
routines. Other exercises add strength in specific muscle 
groups through repetition (sit-ups for the abdom n, push-
ups for the arms). 
YOU NEED OXYGEN. The element that your body 
needs most isn't protein, vitamins, enzymes or minerals. It's 
oxygen. And the vital center that processes it is that marvel-
ous muscle only about the size of your fist: the heart. 
Although flexibility and strength contribute to a well-
conditioned body, the key is to saturate your 60 billion cells 
with a nourishing supply of oxygen through the blood-
stream. This means the more circulation the better. Each 
day y0.ur heart pumps over 2,000 gallons of blood through 
your body, up to 12 gallons per minute during heavy 
exercise. 
YOU CAN TRAIN YOUR HEART AND LUNGS. 
Aerobic exercises such as running, swimming, cycling or 
handball ("aerobic" means literally "with oxygen") are the 
foundation exercises on which every fitness program should 
be built. By using vigorous, perspiration-inducing activity to 
raise your heartbeat from 78-85 beats per minute to 120-140 
per minute, you can train your heart and lungs to work more 
efficiently, bringing increased amounts of oxygen to the 
body with less effort. 
YOU MUST COOL DOWN. Always follow this advice 
when getting in shape: Cool down for at least I 0 minutes 
when you've finished exercising. If you've ever felt faint after 
running hard and then stopping suddenly, it's because the 
blood that was circulating has sidetracked from the brain 
and collected in the muscles. So decrease your activity grad-
ually by continuing to walk or swinging your arms and legs 
to keep the blood circulating. And above all, pay attention 
to pain. It's nature's way of telling you something is wrong. 
When it hurts, ease up. 
To learn more about your incredible body, look at a copy of MAN'S BODY: AN OWNER'S MANUAL, by the 
Diagram Group (Bantam Books, New York, 1976, $2.75), or WOMAN'S BODY: AN OWNER'S MANUAL, by the 
Diagram Group (Bantam Books, New York, 1977, $2.75). 
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STRETCHING 
Before you start a program of warm 
weather workouts, it's a good idea to 
stretch out any winter kinks. The stretch-
es shown here are designed to build fl,exi-
bility in eight major sections of the body. 
Remember, before you play to get in 
shape, you have to get in shape to play. 
NECK 
ARMS 
Stand straight, feet 
about six inches 
apart. Extend your 
arms to each side 
so that your body 
forms a T. 
With spine straight and without moving your shoulders, drop your chin to 
your chest and slowly rotate your head, first clockwise five times and then 
counterclockwise five times. Don't use jerky movements but try to make 
as large a circle with your head as you can, feeling the full range of the 
motion in your neck. 
Keeping your arms 
straight, rotate 
them clockwise 15 
times, making large 
circles in the air. 
LOWER BACK 
Lie on your stomach and bend your 
legs so that your feet are over your 
thighs. Firmly grasp your right ankle 
with your right hand and your left ankle 
with your left hand. Then slowly raise 
your head, body and knees by pulling 
up on your ankles, lifting your head 
high and arching your back at the same 
time. Do not strain. Your weight should 
be resting comfortably on your abdo-
men. Pause, relax back into the start-




Stand erect, arms 
outstretched to each 
side. 
Slowly bend sideways 
to the left, your right 
arm stretched over 
your head as far as 
possible, palm facing 
forward. 
Hold the position for 
five counts, then re-
peat the stretch to 
your right side, again 
holding the position. 
Do at least 10 times 
to each side, keeping 
your legs straight. Try 
to reach a bit farther 
with each repetition. 
Lower your hands 
to your thighs, 
extend your arms 
again and rotate 
them counterclock-
wise 15 times. To 
get the full benefit, 
concentrate on 
keeping your spine 
straight. 
UPPER LEG 
Lie down on your 
back with arms 
outstretched to 
each side, feet to-
gether. 
Lift your right leg 
so it's pointing 
upward. 
Keeping both legs 
straight, try to 
lower your toes to 
your left hand. 
Pause, return the 
leg to its original 
position and then 
lower it to the 
• floor. Repeat the 
movement with 
left leg to right 
hand. Do 10 times 
to each side. 
SHOULDERS 
Extend your arms in 
front of you, backs of 
the hands together. 
Imitating a swimmer's 
breaststroke, sweep 
your arms until they 
are extended behind 
your back with palms 
together and fingers 
locked. 
Keeping your hands 
clasped, bend forward 
until your head is at 
your knees and your 
hands are above your 
hips. Repeat five 
times. 
LOWER LEG 
Stand erect on the edge 
of a thick book or a 
stair, with your heels 
lower than your toes 
and the balls of your 
feet steady on the sur-
face. Pu 11 downward 
with your heels, and 
hold for five counts. 
FEET AND ANKLES 
Sitting straight with legs extended 
and palms pressing on the floor at 
your hips, point your toes down-
ward as far as you can. Hold for 
five counts, then flex the toes 
backward, spreading-them apart 
!3S much as possible, and hold fo r 
another five counts. 
Then rise as high on 
your toes as you can , 
and hold for five counts. 
Repeat these two move-
ments 20 times. 
Repeat both move-
ments 10 times. 
Especially good 
for ti red feet. 
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THE TOTAL BODY STRETCH Over 5,000 years old, the Sun Salutation is a hatha-yoga 
routine whose slow, easy postures will vitalize you each day. 
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Stand erect, hands in 
front of your chest. 
Raising your arms high 
above your head, bend 
backward as far as 
you can. Then, keep-
ing your legs straight, 
bend forward and reach 
with ypur palms to-
ward the floor. 
Gently try to bring 
your forehead to your 
knees. Then extend 
your right leg back-
ward with the right 
knee touching the 
floor and the head 
bent back. Stretch 
both legs out together 
so that your body 
forms a straight line 
supported by your 
hands and toes. 
Drop to your knees, 
chest and forehead to 
the floor, keeping your 
abdomen raised. Then 
lift your chest from 
the floor and arch 
backward. Point your 
toes forward, press 
heels flat on the floor 
and raise your hips, 
keeping your legs 
straight. 
Bring your right foot 
forward between your 
hands, your left knee 
touching the floor, and 
hold. Bring your left 
foot forward and try 
to touch your fore-
head to your knees. 
Slowly straighten up, 
arms extended. 
Bring arms overhead 
and bend backward 
as far as you can . 
Finally, slowly drop 
your arms to you r 
sides and relax. Com-
plete the entire rou-
tine two to eight times. 
Daily practice will im-
prove your flexibility 
right away, and your 
circulation and mus-





The Rallye ... it might just be 
the adventure you've wanted to 
experience. With charcoal 
grille and headlamp doors, 
"Rallye" bodyside tape, and 
distinctive front and rear 
spoilers (all standard), it looks 
like a million. Packed with 
value, the Rallye also comes 
with all these other standard 
features at a remarkable $4,078 
(sticker price as shown, excluding 
title, taxes and destination charges) 
... Sport Instrumentation Cluster in-
cluding Tachometer, Ammeter, Tem-
perature Gauges and Sport Steer-
ing Wheel. Rack and Pinion Steer-
ing. Sport Stabilizer Bar. Steel-
Belted Radials. Bucket Seats. 
Four-on-the-Floor. 2.3 Litre 
Overhead Cam Engine. Dual 
Sport Mirrors. DuraSpark 
Electronic Ignition. Styled 
Steel Wheels. And more. 
COMPARE PINTO. IT MAY BE 
THEBESTSMALLCARBUY 
IN AMERICA TODAY. 
FORD PINTO 
FORD DIVISION 
Think of it as fun "OGGING and not something that's 
good for you, like spinach or a trip to the dentist. 
Born To Run 
Running is an exercise that 
helps your entire body feel bet-
ter. Regular running will strength-
en your heart and increase your 
lung capacity, thus improving 
cardiovascular efficiency. Run-
ning will also lower your blood 
pressure, tone your body and 
help keep off extra pounds by 
burning calories. 
The sport is as individual and 
noncompet~tive as you want to 
make it, and provides much-
Hot weather can wilt the har-
diest of joggers. When outside. 
temperatures rise, it's harder for 
the body to perspire and heat 
gets trapped inside. That can 
lead to cramps and heat exhaus-
tion. To guard against this, jog 
in light clothes when it's hot and 
drink plenty of fluids. Rest occa-
sional(v and douse yourself with 




Women derive the same bene-
fits from running as men do. 
There's this difference: Since a 
woman's heart and lungs are 
smaller than a man's, she doesn't 
have to run as long or as hard to 
improve her level of fitness. 
Kathryn Lance, author of a 
book on running for women, 
took up the sport when her poor 
physical condition led to high 
blood pressure. She urges the 
beginning runner to persevere. 
"Not every run is wonderful " 
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FOCUS OH SPORTS 
touted mental benefits. No one 
is sure what causes "runner's 
high," but a general explanation 
may be that running creates a 
harmonious balance between 
mind and body. A Howard Uni-
versity study reported that stu-
dents felt less anxiety and more 
positive feelings about their 
bodies, after lengthening their 
running distances. Some people 
say being on a daily running reg-
imen is like having your own 
psychiatrist. 
she says. "If it's torture, try it 
three times a week. Tell yourself 
how great you'll look and feel 
after that tough first period." 
Lance's book includes a guide 
to warm-ups and developing a 
running program. She gives spe-
cial emphasis to questions con-
cerning muscle development, 
weight loss, and running while 
pregnant or during menstrua-
tion. 
Kathryn Lance, RUNNING 
FOR HEAL TH AND BEAU-
TY: THE COMPLETE GUIDE 
FOR WOMEN, Bantam Books, 
1977, $2.25. 
Your Own Workout 
Once you've decided to take 
up running, think of your reg-
imen as a training session-not a 
straining session. 
Set yourself an attainable goal. 
Try running for two months, at 
least three runs per week. A 
more rigid six-week program 
involves running four times the 
first week for 18 minutes each 
time. You can then work your 
way up by stages to half-hour 
runs. Feel free to mix walking 
and running at any stage in the 
program. 
A IO-minute warm-up will 
help cut down the chance of 
injury. The warm-up should 
consist of stretching exercises 
that get your heart, blood and 
lungs working at more than a 
resting pace. 
When you first start out, you'll 
experience an overwhelming urge 
to forget the whole thing and 
resume eating pizza. But the day 
will come when your normal 
workout is a piece of cake-and 
then you'll want to push even 
farther. 
Marathon Man 
The ultimate proving ground 
for a runner is the marathon-a 
grueling, 26-mile 385-yard test 
of bodily strength and will power. 
Bill Rodgers, who holds the 
American marathon record with 
a time of 2:09:55 (set at the Bos-
. ton Marathon in 1975), has been 
running in marathons for 27 
years. 
"I know what's good for me 
from my own experience," says 
Rodgers, who has no coach or 
personal trainer. "When I've 
trained well and know the com-
petition, I'm usually confident 
before a race." 
Rodgers recommends that be-
ginners buy a good running 
book or subscribe to a runner's 
magazine for tips on developing 
a personal program. "It's also 
good to join a running Club, or 
just talk to experienced runners. 
There are too many people going 
too hard and too fast. You have 
to be patient and work with your 
body," he says. 
r.=============~· 
WHAT TO 
On the road to glowing health n) 
inner peace, the beginning rur:. ··r\: 
will doubtless stumble acros 
variety of injuries common to he.., 
sport. If you pull, strain or sprain i .. : 
something, try a hot bath, lini e t t~ 
or an ice pack on the injury. A ou : · 
heal, try running at a slower pac ~or 
a softer surface. If the injury wor em· r11 
knock off for a few days. ·· 
.,. 
~ . 
Some common runners' affliction. ~-- . 
I 
·" 
Blisters-Good shoes and petrol '"' ;l .~ 
um jelly or moleskin on rub .; ·;
1 
spots help avoid blisters. To tre ~ ~ .:;--
puncture with a sterilized needle · · 
apply a disinfectant cream or oint 1.r, ._ 
ment and cover for a few days. t ::t. 
WHEN IT HURTS 
Runner's toe-This occurs when a 
toenail is bruised, turns every hue 
of purple, and eventually falls off. 
Trimmed toenails and decent run-
ning shoes are the best means of 
prevention. 
Shin splints-Running too high on 
your toes or wearing stiff shoes on a 
hard running surface causes this 
painful injury. The shin muscles pul l 
at the surrounding shinbone mem-
branes, which results in tearing or 
separation of the membranes. Doing 
stretches designed to limber up the 
back of the leg can help you avoid 
shin splints, as can running on a 
soft surface and wearing flexible 
shoes. 
In the Beginning 
Modern marathon racing has 
classical and heroic origins. In 
490 B.C., the Greek allies fought 
the decisive battle of the Persian 
War against the army of Darius, 
the Persian emperor. The Athe-
The Complete Book of Running, by James F. Fixx, 
topped the bestseller list for 22 weeks last year. Fixx 
writes informally and personably about the physical 
and psychological aspects of running. He cites 
studies and medical opinions to back up his claims 
concerning the benefits of running, and includes 
guidelines for setting up a personal running program. 
James F. Fixx, THE COMPLETE BOOK OF RUN-
NING, Random House, 1977, $10. 
nian~ed Greeks won a stunning~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
victory on the Plain of Mara-
thon, and a runner, Pheidip-
pides, was dispatched to Athens 
with word of the victory. Legend 
has it that Pheidippides ran the 
entire 26 miles without a stop, 
delivered his good news, and 
dropped dead. 
In 1896, the first of the mod-
ern Olympic Games were held in 
Greece. As host nation, the 
Greeks chose to revive the mara-
thon. The British tagged an ad-
ditional 385 yards onto the dis-
tance of the race during the 1908 
Olympics, held in England. (The 
proper Britons wished the race 
to commence at Windsor Castle, 
and the extra yards have become 
part of the official distance.) 
Today, many cities around 
the world hold annual marathon 
races which attract runners of 
every nationality. Among the 
most noteworthy are the Boston 
and Fukuokoa, Japan mara-
thons. 
A Day at the Races 
Marathons, mini-marathons 
and races of all distances are 
held in every state, all year long. 
A sampling: 
BOSTON MARATHON 
Boston, Mass ....... April 16 
MILE HIGH MARATHON 
Denver, Colo. . ....... May 6 
MADISON MARATHON 
Madison, Wis ........ June 30 
MAYOR DALEY 
MARATHON 
Chicago, 111 .••..•••• Sept. 23 
LOS ANGELES 
HARBOR MARATHON 
Los Angeles, Calif. . . Sept. 30 
PROVIDENT MARATHON 
Philadelphia, Pa ...... Oct. 14 
NEW YORK CITY 
MARATHON 
New York, N.Y ...... Oct. 21 
WHITE ROCK MARATHON 
Dallas, Tex. . ......... Dec. I 
MARYLAND MARATHON 
Baltimore, Md. . ...... Dec. 2 
For a more complete listing, 
plus information on entry re-
quirements and other details, 
consult THE RUNNER'S GUIDE 
TO THE U.S.A., by Martina 
D'Alton, Summit Books, 1978, 
$6.95. 
TUNE-UP 
Save yourse(f the torture of mas-
sacred muscles by loosening up 
before you take to the jogging 
trails. You shouldn't expect your 
body to function at peak efficiencJ 
without some advance notice. 
Stretching your legs before you 
run can help prevent injuries that 
could inhibit you from further 
exercising. These two easy exer-
cises will warm up _i our legs to 
avoid muscle strain: 
(At top) With your hands on the 
floor, bend one leg as shown. 
Attempt to press down with the 
heel of the extended leg. Do this 
five or six times with each leg. 
To stretch the backs ofyour legs, 
trv the three-step exercise shm1 n 
ai right. Sit on the ground with 
your legs bent as shown, knees to 
vour chest and hands grasping 
.the sides ofyour feet. Then "walk" 
.wur feet out as shown, continu-
ing to hold onto them. When 
11ou've straightened your legs, 
pause and hold the position.for a 
few seconds. Repeat five times. 
FOR THE RECORD-In 1929 a transcontinental footrace was run 
from New York to Los Angeles. The winner, Finnish-born Johnny 
Salo, finished the 3,665-mile course in 79 days, an average of 46.5 
miles per day. His time was 525 hours, 57 minutes and 20 seconds, 
and he won the race by 2 minutes and 42 seconds. 
What's a 
Shoe To Do? 
The main job of a running 
shoe is to cushion shock, and to 
keep your foot straight and your 
heel steady. Your best bet is a 
general-purpose or training shoe. 
It should be flexible at the ball of 
the foot, and the heel should be 
at least a half-inch higher than 
the toe. 
Running shoes are the only 
equipment you need, and it's 
worth it to lay out the money for 
a good pair. Good running shoes 
range in price from about $25 up 
to $40 or more. Consult Con-
sumer Guide, Runner's World 
and The Runner magazines for 
price lists and comparative rat-
ings. 
"The masses have finally 
discovered what athletes 
have known all along-
exercise makes you feel 
good." 
- JAMES FIXX, author 
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Optional 2.3 Litre Turbo Engine 
•0·50 MPH: 
7.1 SECONDS. 
Average of 1 O Ford 
tests on 3 cars. 
EPA estimated mpg: 18. 
Highway estimate 28 mpg. 
For comparison to other cars. Your 
mileage may vary, depending on speed, 
• Atmospheric Air 
•t 
Pressurized Air 
Exhaust to Turbo 
Exhaust from Turbo 
weather and trip length. California mpg is rower. 
Actual highway mileage will probably be lower than estimate. 

In Praise of 
Wood Rackets 
Although the tennis market 
has been bombarded with rack-
ets made of everything from 
steel to fiberglass, wood is still 
considered the best material for 
a racket that will allow you con-
trol and "feel" for your shots. 
Doubles Tactics 
& Strategies 
For the weekend player ·who 
prefers social tennis over com-
petitive or highly strenuous play, 
doubles tennis can provide a 
slower pace and a more relaxed 
game. Doubles, however, is a 
team pur uit that requires team 
strategy and tactics. 
"Doubles is not just singles 
with two player on each side of 
the net," say Tony Trabert, 
former tennis pro and author of 
Winning Tactics for Weekend 
Tennis. According to Trabert, a 
major problem for novice dou-
bles players is not knowing where 
to tand or where to return the 
ball. 
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TENNIS The tennis boom has more than 40 million Americans 
hitting a ball over a net with a rcreket. 
Four-time Wimbledon champion Rod Laver recommends that 
beginners foil ow these six steps to achieve a smooth and accurate 
tennis stroke: 
1. Keep your eyes on the ball. 
2. Get your weight forward and keep your feet apart. 
3. Get your racket back quickly by pivoting. 
4. Keep your wrist locked. 
5. Put your body weight into the shot. 
6. Follow through. 
Rod Laver, TENNIS DIGEST, Follett Publishing, 1975, $7.95. 
The ball leaves a wood racket 
with only the force that the 
player has applied, and this con-
trol is especially helpful to the 
beginner who has trouble keep-
ing the ball in the court. 
Wood rackets range in price 
from $20 to $60. If you buy one, 
you should also invest in a press 
to keep the wood from warping 
in humidity and heat. 
When an opponent is serving 
to your doubles partner, says 
Trabert, you should stand with 
your heels on the service line. 
This puts you deep enough to 
cover your side of the court if 
your partner makes a weak re-
turn. If he or she makes a good 
return, you should then move 
forward into a volley position. 
The best place to hit the ball in 
doubles play, according to Tra-
bert, is up the center of your 
opponents' court. They will have 
less angle on their return and 
may get confused over who takes 
the ball. 
Tony Trabert, WINNING 
TACTICS FOR WEEKEND 
TENNIS, Holt, Rinehart & Win-
ston, 1972, $5.95. 
When people are practicing or 
warming up, they often let the 
ball bounce two or more times 
before returning it. But allowing 
extra bounces realfv defeats the 
purpose of practice, which is to 
tune you up for match play. 
Waiting at the baseline for the 
ball lo arrive not onzv burns 
fewer calories, it can also hurt 
your game by fostering bad hab-






If you have the motivation to 
become a winner in tennis, but 
only average physical ability, 
you can still do it. That encour-
agement is from Dick Gould, 
and he should know all about 
victory in tennis. Coach of Stan-
ford University's varsity tennis 
team (the 1978 NCAA cham-
pions), Gould has seen a lot of 
wmners. 
"There is a special drive inside 
people who strive to win, and it 
forces them to prepare until they 
reach their goal," Gould says. "If 
you have that kind of motiva-
tion, you can do anything you 
set your mind to- whether it's to 
be a tennis star or a business 
executive." 
Although his business is coach-
ing winners, Gould feels that the 
exercise and enjoyment tennis 
provides are the best things the 
game has to off er students. 
"It's not necessary that you be 
a top performer," he says. "You 
will still feel refreshed, because 
tennis is such an invigorating 
game. You can't spend all your 
time at the library and feel your 
best. Tennis- or any other phys-
ical activity- can get your mind 
off your studies." To that end, 
Gould has one final tip to off er 
the tennis player: 
"Enjoy it. When you start get- · 
ting furious about your playing, 
it's time to quit. Then the game is 
controlling you, and it's not a 
game anymore." 
"/ began playing tennis 
seriously when I was 
8 years old. And while 
I may get tired from 
playing-especially in 
matches against Connors 
or Borg-I never tire 
of the game." 
- JOHN McENROE, 
20-year-old winner of the 
1979 Colgate Grand Prix 






Take a Course! 
If you're fed up with chasing 
balls you've sent flying over the 
fence, some basic tennis instruc-
tion can help you iron out the 
kinks in your game. 
"Tennis instruction is not only 
to train those who want to 
become champions, but also to 
help the average player enjoy 
tennis for fitness and fun," says 
Eve F. Kraft, director of the 
Education and Research Divi-
sion of the U.S. Tennis Associa-
tion. 
Such instruction can take 
many forms. Enrolling in an 
introductory course at your col-
Harvard Prof 
Psychs Out Players 
As the game of tennis has 
gained popularity, it's become 
possible to categorize certain 
types of players by psychologi-
cal makeup. So says Dr. Alvin 
Kahn, a psychiatrist and clinical 
instructor in psychiatry at Har-
vard Medical School. 
"Some colleagues and I were 
intrigued by how much a per-
son's emotions and personality 
entered into his tennis game, so 
we began researching the idea," 
says Kahn. The result turned 
into a book called Love and 
If you're playing tennis to shape 
up, you might consider trying 
one of the indoor court sports as 
well. Handball, paddleball, rac-
quetball and squash are pla; ed 
at a faster pace than tennis and 
will give you a harder workout 
in the same amount of time. 
lege or university may be your 
best bet. Most colleges have ten-
nis instruction in their curricu-
lums; the classes are usually 
conducted as group lessons 
within the physical education 
department. Group or private 
lessons at a local club are another 
possibility. If you want total, 
crash-course immersion in ten-
nis, you might consider a camp 
or clinic- though these can be 
expensive. 
For information and lists of 
tennis camps or instructional 
programs in your area, write the 
U.S. Tennis Association, 729 
Alexander Rd., Princeton, N .J. 
08540. 
Hate on the Tennis Court. In 
one chapter, Kahn and his co-
authors described 34 "tennis 
types." Here are a few of them: 
· The Bouncer has a compul-
sive and obsessive need for the 
regularity and control he finds in 
E¥ES 
Playing close to the net requires 
fast reflexes to avoid getting an 
eyeful of tennis ball, which can 
result in bruises, cuts from 





Tennis elbow is an 
inflammation near the 
el bow joint, caused by 
poor muscle strength 
and faulty strokes. 
F00Tr 
Blisters can result from friction or im-
proper shoe fit. (Moleskin or Vaseline on 
"hot spots" can help you avoid them.) 
Badly worn soles can hinder your trac-
tion and cause ankle sprains. 
POINT:S 
the bouncing ritual, which can t=================================-_..:. 
work to lessen his anxieties. 
The Equipment Freak always 
has the latest composite racket 
and the newest in Italian tennis 
wear. He tries to cover up his 
flawed self-image with his new 
outfits. 
The Social Climber spends 
more time in the locker room, 
pro shop or bar than on the 
court. 
The Clown giggles when he 
hits the ball out, trying to con-
vince his fell ow players that it 
really doesn't matter to him. But 
inside, he's crying. 
Dr. Alvin Kahn, with Stanley 
Cath and Nathan Cobb, LOVE 
AND HATE ON THE TENNIS 
COURT, Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1977, $7.95. 
In the Beginning 
Crusaders returning from the 
Middle Ea t probably brought 
tennis to Europe in the 12th cen-
tury; the game resembled hand-
ball at that time. French monks 
played it inside their monaster-
ies until 1245, when an arch-
bishop forbade all clergy to play. 
French monarchs had taken up 
the sport in the meantime, and 
from them it spread to the roy-
alty of other nations. 
The monks and kings played 
tennis by batting the ball with 
their bare hands. (The French 
still call tennis jeu de paume, 
game of the hand.) After years of 
bruises and blisters a protective 
glove was developed, and around 
TUNE-UP 
Here's an exercise that uti-
lizes your racket to help 
limber your back and shoul-
ders before you hit the 
courts: Standing erect, stretch 
as high as .l ou can, holding 
up your racket on your 
palms. While still holding 
the racket, slo» ~v lean back 
and bend at the waist. Feel 
your muscles stretching as 
you bend. Straighten up 
and lower the racket behind 
your head. Then bend side-
ways and twist forward 
from the waist. Do this.five 
times on each side. 
1500 the first tennis rackets re-
placed the gloves. 
Outdoor tennis, first called 
lawn tennis, did not appear until 
1860 in England. Major Walter 
Wingfield adapted court tennis 
to the outdoors when he noticed 
people getting bored with cro-
quet. Wingfield took out a pat-
ent on his rules in 1874, and lawn 
tennis quickly became the height 
of fashion in England. 
Tennis was introduced to the 
United States by Mary Ewing 
Outerbridge, who learned it from 
English army officers while va-
cationing in Bermuda in 1877. 
She brought home nets, rackets 
and balls, and set up the first 
tennis court in America at Staten 
Island, New York. 
In the Book of Tennis, profession-
als show you in pictures how to 
play the game. The black-and-
white photos and diagrams are ac-
companied by easy-to-understand 
explanations and pointers on all 
aspects of tennis, from serving to 
practicing with a backboard. Cor-
ne/ Lumiere and the WORLD TEN-
NIS magazine editors, BOOK OF 
TENNIS: HOW TO PLAY THE 
GAME, Grosset & Dunlap, 1970, 
$2.95. 
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WEIGHTS If you train properly with weights, you can tone, 
shape and streng{hen your entire body. 
Q: What is the most weight ever 
raised <ff the floor hy a human 
heing? 
A: In 1957, Paul Anderson <f 
Toccoa, Georgia. raised 6,270 






In their book The Zane Way to a 
Beautiful Body Through Weight 
Training for Men and Women, 
Frank Zane (a world bodybuilding 
champion) and his wife Christine 
present a progressive series of 
over 120 exercises that can be 
done with minimal equipment at 
home. Also included are a nutri-
tion guide and a section on exer-
cises for cou pies. 
Frank and Christine Zane, THE 
ZANE WAY TO A BEAUTIFUL 
BODY THROUGH WEIGHT TRAIN-
ING FOR MEN AND WOMEN, 




Clark Kent's quick change to 
Superman is nothing compared 
to actor Christopher Reeve's 
real-life transition from mild-
mannered mortal to Man of 
Steel. 
Relatively unknown in acting 
circles, Reeve rejected the option 
of wearing false styrofoam mus-
cles when he was approached to 
play the Superman role. Instead, 
he did I 0 weeks of rigorous 
weight training under the watch-
ful eye of Star Wars archfiend 
Darth Vader, who is really three-
time British weight lifting cham-
pion David Prowse. 
Following a four-meal-a-day 
high-protein diet, the 26-year-
old Reeve worked out with 
weights at least two hours a day, 
seven days a week. He gained 30 
pounds in building his Super-
physique. 
"When I signed for the part, I 
looked like Jimmy Stewart 
standing sideways," says Reeve. 
"I had to get to a state where I 
could believe I was Superman." 
The Scoop 
on Hardware 
In order to flex your pees and 
limber your lats, you'll need 
some basic equipment. If you 
have access to a weightroom 
equipped with a Universal Gym, 
you'll find everything you need 
right there. The rig resembles a 
steel jungle gym with weights on 
tracks and pulleys. By pushing 
or pulling on handles or foot-
pedals, you can adjust the weights 
to meet your own challenge 
level. For beginners in particu-
lar, this sytem is much safer than 
working with free weights, which 
require more control. 
If you're sure you want to 
pursue weight training, and you 
prefer the privacy of working at 
home, a barbell set consisting of 
about I 00 pounds of weights, 
bars and collars costs between 
$30 and $50. (Collars are the 
removable locks which allow 
you to add or subtract the weight 
SUPERMAN. Tl.b & " DC COIAICS INC 1978 
Weight training is a system of 
resistance exercises that use 
weights to develop specific mus-
cle groups. Many top athletes 
combine weight training with 
regular workouts to increase 
their stamina and muscle tone. 
Your age, sex, body weight 
and experience affect the type 
and number of weight training 
exercises you should do. Heavy 
lifting with minimal repetitions 
builds muscle size and strength; 
lighter lifting with more repeti-
tions tends to build endurance 






plates at the ends of the bar.) 
Although it isn't needed for 
some weight training exercises, 
the added support of a bench is 
generally· safer than the floor 
because you're less likely to strain 
your back muscles or drop a bar-
bell on your chest. Benches range 
in price from $20 for a simple 
flat seat with standing metal 
slots to $225 for an outfit with 




Weight training exercises em-
phasize the six basic muscle-
group areas: the neck and shoul-
ders, chest, back, stomach, arms, 
and legs. The proper method for 
training with weights is to isolate 
a specific muscle group and then 
exercise it intensively. 
A beginner's workout shouldn't 
take longer than half an hour. 
As your body becomes accus-
tomed to the workouts, you can 
gradually increase the time to an 
hour. The amount of weight you 
lift will vary from exercise to 
exercise and depend on your 
own physical capabilities. A good 
rule of thumb is to use a weight 
you can comfortably handle for 
I 0 repetitions (reps) of an exer-
cise. When you can easily do 
three sets of I 0 reps, add another 
five pounds and begin again. 
Experts advise beginners to 
start slowly and develop a total 
body program- moving from 
station to station on a Universal 
Gym, for instance, to give all the 
muscles a workout. There are 
many weight training books on 
the market that can help guide 
you in designing a personal pro-
gram. 
The building of muscle in-
volves first tearing it down with 
concentrated exercise, then al-
lowing it to rest so that the tissue 
can grow back a little larger than 
before. That tearing down of 
muscles can do damage if prac-
ticed too often. It is important, 
therefore, to lay off the weights 
and rest at least every other day 
to allow tissues to rebuild. After 
a few sessions, you should see 
results that even_ a week of sports 
activity wouldn't provide. 
"For three days a week, 
lifting weights becomes 
part of my life style to 
keep all my muscles in 
shape." 
-SALLY WORDMAN , 
junior at the University of 
Tennessee 
f 
No Ms. Hulk 
Contrary to popular miscon-
ceptions, weight training will 
not turn women into incredible 
hulks. Developing huge Mr. 
Universe muscles takes years of 
long daily workouts in addition 
to the male hormone testoster-
one, present in only small a-
mounts in women. But weight 
training will develop a woman's 
endurance and muscle tone, for 
a body that's not only better-
looking but also stronger. 
"Everyone should do some 
weight training, even if they're 
not training for a sport," advises 
Jandrena Irwin, the 19-year-old 
University of Nebraska fresh-
man who is currently the na-
tional women's AAU Powerlift-
ing Champion in her 132-pound 
weight class. "The first thing a 
lot of women think is that they're 
going to get big. They won't. 
GEORGE LONG/SPORTS ILWSTRA TED • l~n TIME,INC 
When bodybuilders work with 
weights, they often feel a tingling 
sensation caused by increased 
amounts of oxygenated blood 
swelling muscles and flushing 
the skin. This high is called "the 
pump." Pleasurable because it's 
an exhilarating feeling, the pump 
is also a visible sign of muscle 
growth. 
You can stay the same size-or 
even lose weight-while getting 
into shape." 
As a high school sophomore, 
Irwin began weight training to 
improve her performance in track 
and volleyball. Now she works 
out two hours a day, six days a 
week, under the guidance of her 
father, who is also her coach. 
"Sometimes it gets lonely, but 
after you win and know you're 
the best, it's all worthwhile," 
Irwin says. She follows a varied 
diet but keeps a wary eye out for 
sugars in order to remain in her 
weight class. 
To win last year's title, Irwin 
lifted a record total of 690 pounds 
divided among the squat lift, 
bench press and dead lift. She 
hopes to open her own health 
club someday. But for the pres-
ent she continues to train, and 
this spring she'll defend her 
championship. 
The Sporting Side 
of Weights 
Two competitive sports involv-
ing weight training are weight 
lifting and bodybuilding. 
The object of weight lifting is 
simply to outlift your competi-
tion. Male lifters are divided 
into 11 body-weight divisions 
ranging from flyweight ( l l 4Y2 
lbs.) to super-heavyweight (over 
242Y2 lbs.). Women have nine 
categories, from flyweight (96 Yi 
lbs.) to heavyweight (over 181 
lbs.). The barbell is made pro-
gressively heavier during the 
competition, with weight increas-
ing in multiples of five pounds. 
Bodybuilding is not so much 
concerned with shows of strength 
as it is with beauty of physique. 
Like a sculptor, the bodybuilder 
uses weight training techniques 
to create his or her version of 
physical perfection. Competitors 
perform personal posing rou-
tines and are judged on muscle 
development and poise. 
Sore Spot 
The most common injury in 
weight training is lower-back 
strain resulting from poor body 
positio~ during an exercise. To 
avoid this, make sure you're 
doing the exercises correctly. 
Slow, steady pacing and proper 
breathing are also important. A 
IO-minute warm-up routine of 
rope-skipping, stretching exer-
cises or running is also advis-
able, to allow your muscles to 




shaped pieces of 
solid lead that didn't 
ring when they were 
lifted. Today, these 
small, hand-held 
barbells are usually 
bought in pairs. 
LIFTING LINGO 
BENCH: 
While it's not necessary 
for all the exercises, the 
added support of a bench 





just consists of 
abbreviations 
for the scien-
tific names of 
your muscles, 
like the leg's 
"quadriceps." 
TUNE-UP 
Limbering up shoulders, back 
and legs is a must for weight 
trainers who don't want to 
strain themselves. These two 
exercises will help: (Top) Ease 
slow~v into the position shown. 
Straighten up, then bend the 
other leg. Repeat five times on 
each side. (Middle and bot-
tom right) Sit on the floor 
with your arms extended be-
hind you, palms flat and feet 
pointed. Next, slide your hips 
f oniard as shown and pause 
for a few seconds to stretch 
your muscles. Repeat five 
times. 
In the Beginning 
In a sense, weight lifting is one 
of our oldest sports. The whole 
thing probably started when one 
caveman challenged another to 
lift a craggy boulder. It was first 
used as a method of training, 
however, in ancient Greece. Milo 
of Croton, famed as Greece's 
best wrestler, used to train for 
matches by running laps around 
the Olympic stadium with a 
newborn bull slung over his 
shoulders. Milo continued this 
training program every day for 
four years. As the bull grew, so 
did his muscles. 
BICEPS: 
She can't turn these arm muscles 
into incredible hulks-but look out 
for tone and firmness. 
In 18th-century London, the 
circus strong man emerged. 
Thomas Topham, better known 
as "The Strong Man," was said 
to have the strength of 12 men. 
In a 1741 performance, using a 
rope and tackle laid over his 
shoulders, Top ham raised three 
hogsheads of water, a total of 
1,836 pounds, several inches from 
the ground. 
Eventually the carnival and 
vaudeville shows gave rise to 
standardized amateur competi-
tions. The first world weight lift-
ing championship was held m 
London in 1891. 
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BIKING The simple actWn of pedaling 
can strengthen your legs, arms, back and abdomen. 
In the Beginning 
Pedal-powered bicycles have 
existed for only about J 40 years, 
even though Leonardo da Vinci 
designed one on paper in the 
15th century. In the late 1790s, 
the Comte de Sivrac of France 
put a crude wooden horse on 
two wheels and fastened a saddle 
on the top. But his construction 
had no drive mechanism, so the 
rider had to push it like a child's 
scooter. It wasn't until J 840 that 
a Scotsman named Kirkpatrick 
Macmillan developed a two-
wheeled vehicle that could be 
ridden with both feet off the 
ground. His pedal-operated ma-
chine marked the beginning of 
self-propelled bicycles. 
During the next several dec-
ades, various improvements were 
made in Macmillan's machine. 
Around 1870 an Englishman 
named James Starley designed 
and manufactured a bicycle with 
an enlarged front wheel and a 
smaller back wheel. His bike, 
called the "ordinary," was the 
first design to allow the rider to 
thrust his legs downward eff ec-
tively while pedaling. 
The Starley ordinary is gener- · 
ally considered to have been the 
first truly practical bike. Some 
ordinaries were brought to the 
U.S. during the 1876 Centennial 
Bicycling is a great way to see the 
countryside and condition your 
bod.i at the same time. Nearlv 
all the large muscle groups ~! 
the bodv are exercised when vou 
ride; your breathing is deepened, 
your circulation stimulated and 
your _endurance increased. Cv-
cling can help you lose weight ~s 
well. At average speed, a woman 
on a bike burns around 300 calo-
ries per hour, a man 450. 
Ex position in Philadelphia. 
When the exposition ended, the 
bicycles were purchased by the 
Cunningham Company, which 
went on to manufacture them 
under the HColumbia" trade 
name. Although the Columbia 
ordinary weighed over 70 pounds 
and cost $313, bicycle fever 
quickly spread throughout the 
United States. 
"Biking clubs are not 
just for the experts. 
When I joined the 
cycling club at the Uni-
versity of Florida, I was 
only a recreational rider." 
-DAVID ISRAEL, college 
sophomore who recently biked 
4,500 miles from Gainesville, 
Florida, to Seattle, Washington 
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Your Own Workout 
If you are a beginning rider, 
you will be using your muscles in 
a new way and from a different 
position. To avoid soreness, you 
should start out with short rides 
(perhaps half a mile), gradually 
increasing the distance as your 
muscles and cardiovascular sys-
tem get conditioned. Use low 
gears to start with (pedaling is 
easier), and work up to higher 
ones as you get in shape. 
One exercise that will help can 
be done on your dorm room or 
living room floor. Lie down on 
your back and stretch your arms 
over your head. Holding a 15-
pound weight in each hand, lift 
your arms over your head and 
down to your stomach; then 
return them to the floor above 
your head. This exercise will 
strengthen your chest and dia-
phragm. Another good exercise 
is running up and down stairs or 
bleacher seats to develop your 
legs. 
When you've worked up to 
distance riding, don't forget to 
"warm down" at the end of your 
ride. Take the last couple of 
miles slowly in order to relax 




What if you don't like biking 
in a rainstorm? 
LOOK OUT FOR 
BIKE RACERS! 
The frequency of bicycle races and 
the number of bike clubs are in-
creasing, but bike racing as a sport 
has not even begun to peak, accord-
ing to Otto Wenz, president of the 
U.S. Cycling Federation. 
"Cycling is really starting to pop, 
and I expect it will be as popular as 
running in five or six years.'' Wenz 
says. 
On the college level, bike racing is 
mainly an intramural sport, although 
several colleges in the East (such as 
Yale and West Point) have given 
cycling varsity status. Other schools 
have cycling clubs which partici-
pate in local races. Cyclists of all 
Bad weather can't stop you 
from cycling if you have an exer-
cise bicycle. These stationary 
models allow you to pedal in-
doors while watching television 
or daydreaming, since you have 
no gears to shift or traffic to 
watch for. You burn approxi-
mately the same number of calo-
ries on an exercise bike as you 
wou'Id on a real bicycle, but 
fewer muscles are w 0 r ked since I ~iiiiimiiiiiiiiiiir.iiii~iiiiiiiiii~ii 
there is no strenuous hill-climb-
ing involved. 
There are dozens of exercisers 
on the market, ranging from a 
$500 model with an electric 
motor to a couple of metal tubes IL ..,. .... ....,._~.~~-i:-:.~~~~~~~:;;JI 
($50) that attach to a real bike 





A section on do-it-yourself repairs and a bicycle 
buying guide are two features of Richard's Bicycle 
Book , by Richard Ballantine. Illustrations provide 
step-by-step instruction on maintenance and 
repairs. The book also lists names and addresses 
of mail-order parts shops and touring and racing 
clubs. It is revised annually, so information on 
prices, trails and cycling innovations is kept up to 
date. Richard Ballantine , RICHARD'S BICYCLE 
BOOK, Ballantine Books, 1978, $4.95. 
"Of all sports, bicycling is the 
most functional. You can get a 
workout while doing something 
useful like going to the grocery 
store or going to work," says 
cross-country bicycling champi-
on John Marino. 1-================================:::=:::!J 
Short trips such as these were 
the extent of Marino's cycling 
until three years ago, when he 
decided on impulse to go after 
the transcontinental bicycling 
record. After two and a half 
years of training to build his 
endurance, he finally departed 
from Santa Monica on August 
13, 1978. He arrived in New 
York City 13 days, one hour and 
20 minutes later, breaking the 
old record by better than five 
days. 
Marino was accompanied on 
the trek by a motor home carry-
ing four people, among them a 
masseuse, a mechanic and a 
public relations~ man who ar-
ranged police escorts through 
towns along the way to avoid 
traffic tie-ups. Marino slept only 
three hours per night and rode 
the last 400 miles- 28 hours' 
worth of cycling-without a 
break. This August he plans to 
;:::=========================::::::;i make the ride a second time in 
levels can race in local events, since 
competitors are usually matched 
according to age, sex and ability. 
To join a bicycle club, check with 
your local bike shop or write the 
U.S. Cycling Federation, Box 669, 
Wall Street Station, New York, N.Y. 
10005. 
Track events for bicycles are held in 
a facility called a "velodrome," a 
banked oval track which resembles 
an auto speedway. Like a speed-
way's, a velodrome's turns are 
steeply banked and its straighta-
ways are level. Although Europe 
abounds with both indoor and out-
door velodromes, there are only 13 
in the U.S. (all of them outdoor con-
crete tracks). Among the American 
cities that have velodromes are New 
York, St. Louis, Milwaukee and 
Atlanta. 
an attempt to beat his own 
record. 
"I know I can break last year's 
record," Marino says. "I've 
learned from my mistakes and 
I've improved my endurance. 
More important, the mental 
pressure is off because I know I 
can make it." 
Bike Hikes 
Hiking across the city or the 
countryside on your bicycle can 
challenge your endurance and 
give you a chance to see the 
scenery as you never could 
before. 
For information on nation-
wide bicycle tours, check out 
The North American Bike Atlas. 
This book lists 175 cycling routes 
from coast to coast, as well as in 
nine Canadian provinces, Mex-
ico, Central and South America, 
...,:;.;11 1 and Europe. (Send $3.50 to: 
American Youth Hostels, Dela-
plane, Va. 22025.) 
Another national organization 
that provides free information 
to interested bikers is Bikecen-
. tennial, Box 8308, Missoula, 
~~H• Mont. 59807, (406) 721-1776. 
The Safest Routes 
Bikeways- regulated safety 
routes for bicycle riders- are a 
growing national phenomenon. 
During the past 17 years, more 
than 250,000 miles of bikeways 
have been established in the U.S. 
They usually take the form of a 
series of city streets or country 
roads marked to guide the cyclist 
and to alert motorists. 
TUNE-UP 
The first bikeway, a 25-mile 
route, opened in Homestead, 
Florida in 1962. Two years later, 
a 300-mile bikeway in Wisconsin 
was opened. 
Abandoned railroad tracks in 
scenic countryside are also being 
converted into bike paths. Local 
or state governments buy up 
trackage, rip out rails and smooth 
the surf ace with asphalt. 
Leg strength is the most important element in 
biking. A good way to get your legs in shape 
is to jump rope. A dai~y stint will increase 
strength from your ankles to your thighs. 
To start, try jumping.for just a.few minutes 
the first couple of days, increasing the time 
as you feel stronger. A lwa_i s jump from the 
balls of your feet. You may feel awkward at 
first, but a little perseverance will have you 
skipping along like Muhammad Ali. 
A Better 
Breed of Bike? 
A mechanical engineering 
professor has redesigned and 
built a 1930s "recumbent" that 
could soon be mass-produced as 
a better breed of bicycle. The 
recumbent is a variation on the 
conventional bike in which the 
cyclist is seated behind the pedals 
and supported by a backrest. 
According to its .designer, Dr. 
David Wilson of the Massach u-
setts Institute of Technology, 
the recumbent is safer than a IO-
speed because the rider is less 
likely to be thrown forward 
from a reclining position. In 
addition, all muscle pressure is 
directed onto the pedals, which 
allows the cyclist to attain speeds 
of up to 30 m.p.h. 
The recumbent was produced 
experimentally by the British 
and French in the '30s, but failed 
to catch on. Wilson's new-and-
improved model will be built 
and sold by special order. Prices 
will range from $800 to $1,500. If 
the recumbent sells well, mass 
production will soon follow. 
Cycling on city streets or other much-traveled roads requires cer-
tain safety precautions. To improve your visibility to motorists, you 
should wear light clothing. Equipping your bicycle with a tall hike 
flag will make you stand out even more. In addition to reflectors on 
your spokes and seat, a headlight is essential for riding at night or on 
dark days. Final~v. be sure to use hand signals when turning corners 
or stopping so that motorists will know your intentions. 
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Right now! Ford Futura gives you advanced styling with the look of 
tomorrow today. A sporty coupe with all the style and flair thafs just 
right for the life you 're livin: You don't have to wait for the future to 
afford an expensive personal car. You 're ready for Futura-now! 
Now means personal style. Add your own 
touch . Order your own personal Futura to 
your own personal taste. 
• EPA estimated MPG: 20. Highway estimate 31 MPG. 
For comparison to other cars. Your mileage may 
differ, depending on speed, weather and trip length . 
California MPG is lower. Actual highway mileage will 
Now is a flip-up open air roof ... open 
up your roof and let the sunshine in. 
probably be lower than estimate. 
~~~ii 
Now means you 've got your own style ... 
and we've got the car to match. 
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IMMING :4 good workout . in {he water makes 
use of almost every muscle in your body. ~ 
Your Own Workout 
Boston University swim coach 
Raegh Wetmore suggest_s this 
five-step plan to get you into 
shape: 
Step /: Swim one lap, then rest 
for 10 seconds. Repeat 10 times. 
(A lap is the distance from one 
end of the pool to the other. 
Standard length is 25 yards.) 
Step 2: When you can make 
eight laps without tiring, double 
the distance to 16 ( 400 yards). 
Rest I 0 seconds after even· two 
laps. 
Step 3: Swim eight laps consec-
utively, then rest for I 0 seconds. 
Repeat. 
Step 4: Swim 16 laps consecu-
tively, then rest for 30 seconds. 
Repeat. (To minimize the risk of 
developing tendinitis in your 
shoulders. Wetmore recommends 
staying at step four for two 
weeks.) 
Step 5: You should now be able 
to swim 32 laps (one-half mile) 
without stopping. Do this three 
times a week to keep your lungs, 




The distance from one end of 
the pool to the other can seem 
infinite. especially to the swim-
mer just beginning a lap pro-
gram. These tips on improving 
your crawl stroke will make the . . 
gomg easter. 
Body moves: Keep your body 
parallel to the surface and in a 
streamlined position. Don't sub-
merge your head completely- the 
The horedom of swimming mile water should come to just below 
a.fier mile during practice is the your hairline. Roll your body 
higgest obstacle a competitive only slightly when you stroke~ too 
swimmer has to overcome, ac- much movement in either direc-
cording to Universit) of Tenn es- ti on will slow you down. 
see swim coach Ray Bussard. Arm.forces: Don't overexert your 
"Picrure it th is way," sa.i s Bus- arms by digging straight down 
sard. "Go home and put on a toward the bottom of the pool. 
hathing suit. Cover your ears You'll get just as far, and with 
with earmuff's, put on gloves and less effort, if your arms just skim 
dark glassfs. Go into a closet the water. Angle each arm ·nto 
with a.five-watt light hulh and sit the water, with the elbow slightly 
there-three and a ha(( hours a bent. Reach forward, fingers to-
d · d '" a '·"eek " get her, and pull the water toward ay, SIX a) .1 n • 
rr================================;i your chest. Push the water back 
so that you've made an S with 
CRAMPS 
You're more likely to develop a 
leg cramp-rather than stomach 
cramps- when you swim after a 
meal. Why? Because a large a-
mount of blood goes to your 
stomach to aid in digestion, leav-
ing your extremities short on cir-
culation and prone to cramps. 
To work out a leg cramp: Float on 
your back and bring the leg close 
to the surface. Massage the leg to 
relax the tissue and help the blood 
circulate. Knead the muscle with 
both hands several times, alter-
nately rubbing up and down and 
pinching the flesh. Then slowly 
exercise the leg . 
your arm. 
Getting a kick out of it: The 
kick comes from the hips and 
thighs, not the knees. Kick up-
ward with straight legs, using 
your feet almost like flippers. 
Try counting six kicks for every 
arm cycle. 
Catching your breath: Don't lift 
your head out of the water to 
breathe. Instead, rotate your 
head from the neck, to one side 
only. Inhale when your head is 
turned to the furthest point, 
exhale when your face is back in 
the water. 
The world's largest swimming pool? The saltwater 
Orthlieb Pool in Casablanca, Morocco measures 
480 by 75 meters. That's almost nine acres of water. 
In the Beginning 
The first swim meet on record 
took place in Japan in 1603. But 
the British are credited with 
starting the growth of swimming 
as a popular sport. In fact, the 
word "swimming" derives from 
the Old English "swimman." 
After Captain Matthew Webb 
became the first man to swim the 
TUNE-UP 
English Channel in 1875, pools 
were built all over London and 
the first swimming associations 
were formed. 
Competitive swimming emerged 
in the U.S. when the first AAU 
meet was held in 1893. Three 
years later, freestyle swimming 
events were part of the first mod-
ern Olympic games. 
Looking good in your swimsuit starts 
with a.flat stomach. This exercise 'vi.ill 
do the trick: 
Lie down on your back, arms stretched 
over your head, j;ngers and toes 
pointed. All in one motion, /(ft your 
legs and upper body off the.floor and 
touch your toes. (Your buttocks 
should be the on~i part o_fyou still on 
the floor.) Hold and count to five. 
St([( shoulders can cause tendinitis 
when .~ou swim. Here's a simple exer-
cise that will stretch your shoulder 
muscles: 
Grip a towel in both hands behind 
i our hack. Lift _iour arms as far 
.overhead as you can. Reverse the 
movement with the towel overhead, 
reaching backward and downward, 
until your shoulders feel loose. 
"Not only will swim-
ming work almost every 
muscle in your body, 
but your cardiovascular 
system will also benefit 
tremendously." 
-BILLY FORRESTER, 
Olympic medalist and 
Auburn University 
student 
More ford vans are on the road today than any 
other make. There are good reasons whyl 
(based on cumulative registrations as of 7/1/77) 
Advanced van design. Ford's engine is set 
forward-for easy entry at71d easy move-around 
room. Ford vans are built tougb, with rugged 
. body-on-frame construction. 
PersoAalize your Ford, or buy one already customized. 




cushioned by rubber mounts. 
Ford's van variety 
Everything from a 11Cruising" van 
already customized to a "Free 
Wheeling" van (shown with 
optional portholes, pushbar, fog 
lamps, wheels and tires). 
·Ford's roomy design 
Lots of livin' room! Even tilt 
steering wheel, swivel/ 
reclining chair options. 
FORD 
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BODY/MIND Could it be possible that the path to your soul is the one 
you're running on? 
THE INNER EXPERIENCE. Right after an intense and 
exhausting football game, ex-Cincinnati Bengal Mike Reid 
used to spend hours at the piano producing what he felt was 
his best music. Golf pro Arnold Palmer believes that when 
his mind is calm, he can focus his attention so completely 
that his body performs with its own "internal sense of 
rightness." 
The experiences of Mike Reid and Arnold Palmer are just 
two examples of a growing recognition among athletes and 
• amateurs alike that the body and the mind do not function 
independently of one another. "Every change in the physio-
logical state is accompanied by a change in the mental 
state-and vice versa," says Edward Greenwood, M.D., a 
consultant to the Meninger Foundation. To put it simply: 
f 
Your mind affects the performance of your body, and your 
body has an effect on your mind. 
EAST MEETS WEST. This holistic approach to fitness, 
which acknowledges that there is a dynamic relationship 
between body and mind, is not new. The ancient Greek, 
Oriental and Indian cultures knew the concept of mind-
body harmony thousands of years ago. Today, everyone 
from the professional football player to the weekend runner 
is beginning to approach fitness from a less strictly physical 
point of view. 
Tennis is a case in point. One of the best-known American 
proponents of the "inner" approach to sports is Tim Gall-
wey, author of The Inner Game of Tennis, Random House, 
1974, $6.95. According to Gallwey, what hinders a tennis 
player's performance is not faulty equipment, bad condi-
tions or lack of expertise, but the doubt, fear and lack of 
self-confidence he creates in his mind. The object of the 
inner approach is to calm the mind and let the instincts take 
over. 
That sudden hot streak you hit in the middle of a game, 
and that freedom-from-self feeling that can come with stren-
uous running, swimming or skiing, are examples of the state 
Gallwey thinks you should try for- a state in which the 
trained movement becomes natural and effortless because 
the body has taken over and the mind is out of the way. 
THE CHEMICAL CHANGE. Not only can your mind 
and emotions affect your physical performance, but it also 
appears that exercise may enhance your mental awareness 
and attitude. Physicians and psychologists are currently 
studying physiological evidence which indicates that vigor-
ous aerobic exercises such as running, swimming and rac-
quetball, done regularly for sustained periods, may stimu-
. late the production of certain body chemicals that can have 
the same effect as antidepressant drugs. It is already known 
that aerobic exercise increases the flow of oxygen to the 
brain and helps eliminate toxins from the body. 
Other physicians believe the psychological benefits of 
exercise come not so much from the .act itself as from the 
release and relaxation it affords. "I jog to keep in shape," 
says Marc Ross, a Kent State graduate student, "but I really 
look forward to my daily run because I can escape the 
pressures of the day. Somehow by the second mile I feel 
calmer, the stress subsides and I return to my studies with a 
clearer head." 
A NEW ATTITUDE. Finally, it usually happens that 
being physically fit not only helps clear your mind and 
reduce tensions, but also brings a sense of control over your 
body and mind that can lead to a better feeling about 
yourself in general. In the words of body-builder Arnold 
Schwarzenegger: 
"I think you gain a lot of self-confidence by having so 
much command over yourself, over your body and that is a 
reflection of your mind. It carries a kind of confidence into a 
lot of other areas of your life." 
To learn more about your incredible body, look at a copy of MAN'S BODY: AN OWNER'S MANUAL, by the 
Diagram Group, Bantam Books, New York, 1976, $2.75, or WOMAN'S BODY: AN OWNER'S MANUAL, by the 
Diagram Group, Bantam Books, New York, 1977, $2.75. 
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WIDE HATCHBAC~ DESIGN 
A. WUNDERCRR!.: 
Imported From Germany. 
Ford Fiesta is Europe's most suc-
cessful new car in history. (Based 
on new car nameplate sales in the 
first 24 months.) It's an import 
buyer's dream. A car that's at home 
on the San Diego Freeway as well 
as on the high-speed autobahn. 
Fiesta-Wu ndercar. 
Excellent Performance. 
Performance is what Ford Fiesta 
is al I about. With front wh~el drive 
and Michelin steel-belted radials 
to help take you up hills, through 
mud and over ice and snow. 
•"-l~· 4 "r ,.__- -
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Rack and pinion steering for 
direct response. And acceleration 
that wi II absolutely move you. In 
Ford tests, 1978 Fiestas acceler-
ated from 0 to 50 MPH in an 
average of about 9 seconds. 
Excellent Fuel Economy. 
Fiesta gives you excellent fuel 
economy. EPA estimated mpg: 
1281. Highway estimate: 39 mpg. 
Compare this to other cars. Your 
mileage may differ depending on 
speed, weather and trip length. 
California mpg is lower. Actual 
highway mileage will probably be 
lower than estimate. 
At Over ~,000 Ford Dealers. 
Fiesta is built in Germany and a 
success throughout Europe, but 
it's sold and serviced at over 5,000 
Ford Dealers and backed by Ford 
Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich. 
Test-drive a Fiesta and see why 
we call it Wundercar. 
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